
MAN GETS DEATH FOR
RAPING 6-YEAR OLD 
Araria: A special POCSO court
in Bihar’s Araria district has
awarded death sentence to a
man for raping a six-year-old
girl.

PAK’S FAITH TOURISM
TOUR CANCELLED
New Delhi: The Pakistan Hindu
Council (PHC) ‘faith tourism
tour’ to India through chartered
flights beginning from Saturday
has been postponed amid the
rising cases of Covid-19. India
on Friday said that it has a
positive plan and is willing to
engage Pakistan once the
Covid-19 situation normalises.
PHC had proposed to fly 160
Pakistani Hindu pilgrims from
Karachi to Jaipur on 
Saturday.

JAGANNATH TEMPLE 
TO REOPEN ON FEB 1
Puri: The Odisha Government
on Friday announced the
reopening of  Shree Jagannath
Temple here for devotees from
February 1 keeping in view the
livelihood of locals and “slight”
improvement in the coronavirus
situation in the State. The
twelfth century temple will,
however, remain closed on
Sundays for sanitisation. 

OVER 100 MIGRATORY
BIRDS FOUND DEAD
Agartala: More than 100
migratory birds from California
in the United States have been
found dead in Sukhsagar, a
sprawling lake in Tripura’s
Gomati district, forest officers
said on Friday. The carcasses
were found floating on the lake,
they said.

CAPSULE

PNS n LUCKNOW/DELHI

Reposing faith in sitting leg-
islators, the BJP on Friday

released another list of 91 can-
didates for the upcoming Uttar
Pradesh Assembly elections
where it has given tickets to 13
Ministers and repeated its sit-
ting MLA in Ayodhya.

In this list, majority of the
names were from those con-
stituencies where elections
would be held in the fifth and
sixth phases but names of can-
didates for Lucknow, where the
elections will be held in the
fourth phase, are still under
wraps.

Similarly, the future of the
Speaker of the Assembly,
Hridaynarayan Dixit, hangs in
balance as his name is also not
there in the list.

The party dropped Co-
Operative Affairs Minister
Mukut Bihari Verma but gave
ticket to his son Gaurav who
will be contesting from his
Kaiserganj seat in Bahraich.

Major seat holders are
Sidharthnath Singh from
Allahabad West, Chief

Minister’s media adviser
Shalabmani Tripathi from
Deoria Sadar seat, Nand Gopal
Nandi from Prayagraj South,
Amit Chauhan from Bikapur in
Ayodhya and Ramchandra
Yadav from Rudauli.

The BJP has allotted tick-
ets to nine women candidates
in the current list of candidates.

The BJP women candi-
dates in the new list are
Sindhuja Mishra (Kunda),
Neelam Karwariya (Meja),
Aarti Kol (Karaon), Aarti
Tiwari (Goshainganj), Saroj
Sonkar (Balha), Anupama
Jaiswal (Bahraich), A Neelam
Sonkar (Lalganj), Manju
Sonkar (Mehnagar) and Sunita
Parishit Singh (Zamania).

Apart from this, the BJP

has allotted tickets to Akhilesh
Mishra from Azamgarh Sadar
seat and Prateek Bhushan
Singh from Gonda. The party
has fielded Sinduja Mishra
against Raghuraj Pratap Singh,
alias Raja Bhaiya, in Kunda and
despite Opposition gave ticket
to Rajesh Gautam from
Kadipur (R) seat of Sultanpur. 

The party, however, denied
ticket to sitting MLA from
Haidergarh Baijnath Rawat
and instead fielded Dinesh
Rawat. The BJP has fielded
new faces from Barabanki
Sadar (Arvind Maurya) and
Sharad Awasthi from
Ramnagar.

In Azamgarh, which is
considered a stronghold of the
BSP and the SP, the BJP has

declared candidates for nine
out of ten constituencies.

Party declared Satyendra
Rai from Gopalpur, Akhilesh
Mishra from Azamgarh,
Manoj Yadava from
Nizamabad, Krishna Murari
Vishwakarma from Didarganj,
former MP Neelam Sonkar
from Lalganj, and Manju Saroj
from Mehnagar. 

Manju Saroj, was the can-
didate of Suheldev Bharatiya
Samaj Party in 2017 but lost the
poll. She is now face of the BJP. 

The BJP has not yet field-
ed anyone from Phulpur-Powai
where the SP has given ticket
to Ramakant Yadav, father of
BJP MLA Arun Kant.

Among the Ministers who
got tickets are: Suresh Pasi
from Jagdishpur of Sultanpur,
Rajendra Pratap Singh Moti
from Pratapgarh, Sidharth
Nath Singh from Allahabad
West, Nand Gopal Nandi,
Allahabad south, Rmapati
Shastri from Mankapur,
Gonda, Health Minister Jai
Pratap Singh from Bansi in
Siddharthnagar,  Satish
Dwivedi from Etwa in
Siddharthnagar, Jai Prakash
Nishad from Rudrapur in
Deoria, Agriculture Minister
Surya Pratap Shahi from
Pathardeva in Deoria, and
Upendra Tiwari from Phephna
in Ballia.

Party announces 
91 candidates, 13
Ministers in list 

MONIKA MALIK n CHANDIGARH

The rebellion is brewing
within the Punjab Congress

over the distribution of tickets.
The party is facing revolt at no
less than 15 seats out of the
total 109 declared so far, forc-
ing the party high command to
review its decision on at least
five seats.

The denial of party ticket
has resulted in a massive
resentment among the left out
aspirants who have been
demanding review, while many
others have declared to contest
as independents. In fact, its
three sitting MLAs Rana
Gurmeet Singh Sodhi (Guru
Har Sahai), Fatehjung Singh
Bajwa (Qadian), and Dr Harjot
Kamal (Moga) have already
parted ways with the party.

Prominent among the
rebels include former MP
Mohinder Singh Kaypee, for-
mer Minister Jagmohan Singh
Kang, four-time Congress
MLA from Samrala Amrik
Singh Dhillon, Sunam halqa in-
charge Daman Thind Bajwa,
s inger-turned-pol it ic ian
Satwinder Bitti, Chief Minister
Charanjit Singh Channi’s

younger brother Dr Manohar
Singh, Cabinet Minister Rana
Gurjit Singh’s son Rana Inder
Partap Singh, among others.

A day after Congress’ four-
time legislator from Samrala
Amrik Singh Dhillon filed his
nomination papers as an inde-
pendent, Channi’s brother Dr
Manohar Singh on Friday filed
his nomination from Bassi
Pathana Assembly seat as an
independent candidate against
the Congress nominee and
sitting MLA Gurpreet Singh
GP.

Dr Manohar, who resigned
from the post of senior med-
ical officer at Kharar Civil

Hospital, was staking claims for
ticket from Bassi Pathana.
“Several prominent people of
Bassi Pathana area have asked me
to fight as an independent and I
will go by what they have said.

RAHUL DATTA n NEW DELHI

India on Friday entered the
niche defence export market

by inking a deal worth over 375
million dollars with the
Philippines for BrahMos super-
sonic cruise missile.  It is the
first big export contract by
India. The country hopes to
cross the five billion dollar
mark by 2025.

The Pioneer on January 14
had reported about the
Government-to-Government
deal between India and the
Philippines for the missile sys-
tem. While the Brahmos is a
joint venture between India
and Russia, the missile is
indigenously designed and
manufactured. The missile can
be launched from land, air, sea
and submarines.

Announcing the deal,
Defence Ministry officials said
here on Friday that BrahMos
Aerospace Private Limited
(BAPL) signed a contract with
the Department of National
Defence of the Republic of the
Philippines for supply of shore-
based anti-ship missile sys-
tem.  The contract is an impor-
tant step forward for India’s
policy of promoting responsi-
ble Defence exports.

Though the Government
did not specify the number of
missiles to be supplied to the

Philippines Navy, sources said
at least three batteries will be
sold. The signing ceremony
took place in Manila.

Moreover, the range of the
missile for export is about 300
km with the capability of car-
rying 200k warhead even
though the Brahmos has the
capability of hitting a target at
more than 400 km, they said.

Indian ambassador to the
Philippines Shambhu
Kumaran said he was privi-
leged to witness history in the
making. “Signing of the
Brahmos acquisition contract
by Philippines Defence
Secretary Delfin Lorenzana
today marks a decisive step for-
ward for Prime Minister’s
Mission Sagar and India’s Indo-
Pacific engagement,” he tweet-
ed.

He thanked Lorenzana and
Philippines Cabinet Secretary
Teddy Locsin Jr for their active

support to build stronger rela-
tions with India. 

“Today we are one step
closer to elevating ties between
our democracies to a strategic
partnership and our shared
objective of a free and peace-
ful Indo-Pacific,” Kumaran
noted.

“It is also a moment of
deep pride as India establish-
es itself as a source of high-
technology equipment and a
trusted partner towards capa-
bility development of friendly
nations,” he added.

Reacting to BrahMos’s
export order, Defence Research
and Development Organisation
(DRDO) chairman G Satheesh
Reddy said, “Surface to air
missile Akash, Astra, anti-tank
missiles, radars, torpedoes gain
the interest of various coun-
tries. More systems are being
developed which have export
potential.”

BrahMos gets 1st export
order from Philippines 

Rebellion in Punjab forces Cong
to review candidates for 6 seats 

VIRENDRA NATH BHATT n
LUCKNOW

After the exit of RPN Singh
from the Congress, former

Uttar Pradesh Congress presi-
dent Raj Babbar too is likely to
desert the party.

Babbar is expected to join
the Samajwadi Party.
Interestingly on Monday, The
Congress named him as one of
the 30 star campaigners of the
party for the first phase of the
UP polls.

Sources said Raj Babbar is
in touch with SP supremo
Akhilesh Yadav and can quit
the Congress soon.

Babbar, former cine star
and native of Agra, began his
political journey from Janata
Dal in 1989. The actor subse-
quently switched allegiance to
the SP and was elected to the
Rajya Sabha in 1994.

In the 1999 general elec-
tion, he was elected to the Lok
Sabha from Agra constituency
and retained this seat in the
2004 Lok Sabha polls as well.
However, he was suspended
from the SP in February 2006
for his outbursts against the

party. In October 5, 2008, he
formally joined the Congress at
a massive rally in Agra.

In the by-election to the
Firozabad Lok Sabha seat held
in November 2009, he emerged
victorious on a Congress tick-
et. However, he suffered a set-
back by losing to the BJP in the
2014 and 2019 Lok Sabha elec-
tions from Ghaziabad and
Fatehpur Sikri respectively.

In the meantime, he was a
member of the Rajya Sabha
from March 2015 to November
2020. Most importantly, he
served as the Uttar Pradesh
Congress president from 2016
to 2019. 

Raj Babbar likely to
desert Cong for SP 

PNS n NEW DELHI

After Chinese researchers
said they have detected

new type of coronavirus
“NeoCov” among bats in South
Africa which can penetrate
human cells in the same way as
SARS-CoV-2, the WHO on
Friday said that its potential
needs further clarity.

Chinese researchers
weighed in on the mortality
rate stating that “one in every
three infected persons dies”,
highlighting the higher death
rate.

However, according to the
reports, the NeoCov virus is
not new. Associated with the
MERS-CoV virus, it was dis-
covered in outbreaks in West
Asian countries in 2012 and
2015 and is similar to the
SARS-CoV-2, which causes

coronavirus in humans.  It has
latent ability to mutate.

“It is only one mutation
away from becoming danger-
ous for humans,” researchers
said in a paper posted on
preprint website bioRxiv, and
not peer-reviewed yet. 

However, according to the
WHO, the question of 
whether the NeoCov coron-
avirus, recently discovered in
bats in South Africa, poses a
threat to humans requires fur-
ther study.

“Whether the virus detect-
ed in the study will pose a risk
for humans will require fur-
ther study,” said the health
body.

The WHO added that it
“works closely” with the
World Organisation for
Animal Health (OIE), the
Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) and the
UN Environment Program
(UNEP) in order to “monitor
and respond to the threat of
emerging zoonotic viruses.”

New coronavirus NeoCov’s risk
to humans needs clarity: WHO

PNS n NEW DELHI

Following demands from
various quarters, particu-

larly parents, the Union Health
Ministry is working on options
for opening schools with Covid
appropriate norms and may
soon issue an advisory to States
in this regard.

“The Government is
working on some model to
open the schools due to
increasing demands by par-
ents. The Ministry has already
asked its expert team to look
into all the options for open-
ing schools,” sources in the
Ministry said.

There has been increased
pressure on the Government
from parents and schools to
reopen education facilities as
the number of Covid-19 cases

in India is on the decline.
Some States and Union

Territories have already
announced the reopening of
schools for Classes 10 to 12
with the condition that stu-
dents between the age group
15 to 18 can attend offline
classes only if they had had at
least one dose of vaccination.
All staff and students above 18
must be vaccinated with both
doses. Various global agencies
like UNICEF and World Bank
too have called upon the
Governments to take steps in
this direction.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Aday after the Tata Group
took over Air India from

the Government, passengers on
Air India flights on Friday
were addressed with a special
welcome audio announcement.

Pilots on all Air India
flights greeted passengers with
the line “Welcome to the
future of Air India” on January
28.

In an order, the operations
department told the airline’s
pilots to make a specific
announcement after door clo-
sure on every flight departing
on Friday.

“Dear Guests, This is your
Captain (Name) speak-
ing...Welcome aboard this his-

toric flight, which marks a spe-
cial event. Today, Air India offi-
cially becomes a part of the
Tata Group again, after seven
decades. We look forward to
serving you on this and every
Air India flight with renewed
commitment and passion.
Welcome to the future of Air
India! We hope you enjoy the
journey,” is the special welcome
announcement for passengers.

It can cause more
deaths, highlight
researchers in
China, others say
virus not new

Urged to open schools,
Centre working on all
options, advisory soon

Bengaluru: Former Karnataka
Chief Minister B S Yediyurappa’s
granddaughter Dr Soundarya V
Y was found hanging at her city
residence here on Friday, with
the police suspecting it to be a
case of suicide.

Soundarya, daughter of
the BJP leader’s second daugh-
ter Padmavathi, was married
to Dr Neeraj S, who works in
the same hospital where she is
employed, in 2018, police
said.

On Friday morning,
Neeraj left for duty while she
was home at their Vasant
Nagar residence here.

The matter came to light
when the maid came to the
house and knocked on the
door repeatedly but in vain.
She informed Dr Neeraj, who
too called on his wife’s phone
but there was no response

Yediyurappa’s
granddaughter
Dr Soundarya
commits suicide 

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath talks with media during his visit to
inspect Lala Lajpat Rai Memorial Medical College, in Meerut, Friday PTI

‘Welcome aboard
this historic flight’
AI fliers greeted 

India inks $375mn
cruise missile deal

BJP reposes faith in
sitting MLAs in UP
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STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL 

Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has said
that Pradhan Mantri

Awas Yojana is not just a cam-
paign to build houses, but it is
a campaign to change the lives
of the poor. This is a wonder-
ful programme, the fair for the
welfare of the poor is going on.
Everyone has the right to live a
better life and smile. I too will
not rest until your life changes
Chouhan while thanking Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
behalf of the people of the state
said that every family of the state
would be provided a pucca roof.
This government's top priority
is those who are the poorest and
at the bottom. We are with
these brothers and sisters till the
houses are built. It is our endeav-
our that their house should be
built within the given time
limit. Chief Minister Chouhan

appealed to all the public rep-
resentatives including all the
MPs and ministerial colleagues
that whenever they go on a tour
in rural areas, they must neces-
sarily obtain physical informa-
tion about the housing scheme.
Chouhan was transferring the
first installment amount of
Rs.875 crore to the accounts of
three lakh 50 thousand benefi-
ciaries for the new houses sanc-
tioned under Pradhan Mantri
Awas Yojana (Gramin) with a
single click. Chouhan also inter-
acted virtually with various ben-
eficiaries and gave housing
approval letters to five benefi-
ciaries as a symbol.
The programme started with
Madhya Pradesh Anthem at
Kushabhau Thakre International
Convention Centre. The Chief
Minister inaugurated the pro-
gramme by lighting the lamp.
Water Resources Minister Tulsi

Silawat, Panchayat and Rural
Development Minister
Mahendra Singh Sisodia and
Principal Secretary Panchayat
and Rural Development
Umakant Umrao were present.
Minister of State for Panchayat
and Rural Development,
Ramkhelawan Patel attended
virtually from Satna. All the dis-
tricts virtually participated in the
programme.
Chouhan said that the installment
money released under the scheme is
for the house. Therefore, the bene-
ficiary should invest this money only
in the house. Sarpanch, Sachiv,
Rozgar Sahayak should ensure that
the work of housing construction is
completed within the time limit.
Supervision and monitoring of
schemes should be ensured in an
effective manner.

The beneficiaries should not
face any inconvenience in getting
the construction material. 

Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana
changes lives of the poor

COVID IN MADHYA PRADESH

Cities Fresh Cases    Total cases
Bhopal     1857 153022
Indore      1498 193947
Gwalior     282 63568
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STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

Home Minister Narottam
Mishra said that, like
brave soldiers posted on

the borders , the police of the
state put their lives in danger and
worked for the survival of the
common man during Corona
crisis. He said that the police was
also discharging its important
role in the campaigns being run
by the government against the
organized mafia. 

Mishra said that now the
government will take all possible
measures to get rid of the
problem of housing for all the
officers and employees of the

police. Construction work of
thousands of houses is in
progress. The government is
also considering other options.
Mishra said this while dedicating
a total of 312 newly constructed
police residences including 240
houses of constables and 72
houses of head constables and
non-gazetted officers in 6
storeyed 8 blocks at a cost of
Rs.66 crore in Bhopal. Director
General of Police Vivek Johri,
Additional Chief Secretary
Home Rajesh Rajoura and top
police officers were present in
the programme.

The Minister inspected the
houses. He expressed satisfaction

over the construction and the
facilities provided. Mishra said
that if the family members of the
police officers and employees get
a better environment, the
employees will be able to
discharge their duty with
confidence. He directed to
provide library facilities in the
police housing complex for the
intellectual development and
advancement of the children of
the employees. Chairman
Madhya Pradesh Police Housing
and Infrastructure Development
Corporation Kailash Makwana
apprised him about the works
being done by the corporation.
Corporation's Managing

Director Upendra Jain expressed
his gratitude.

Home Minister said that
our first priority is to provide
accommodation to the officers
and employees of the police.
Under the Chief Minister’s Police
Housing Scheme, approval was
received for the construction of
25 thousand houses in five
phases. So far, the construction
work of 11 thousand 500 houses
has been started. Out of these,
the work of 6,268 houses has
been completed. In the current
financial year so far 3 thousand
500 houses have been
constructed. In this financial
year, a target has been set to

complete the construction of
1500 houses by 31st March.
Mishra informed that the
government is considering to
provide accommodation to
police officers-employees on
PPP mode as well. Apart from
this, the department is also
considering to make available
the vacant bungalows of BSNL to
its employees on rent. The
government is making efforts to
to provide rent free facility to the
police officers and employees.

Home Minister said that in the
Corona crisis, the police department
stood firm on the path of duty
without caring for themselves or
their family members. 

Police struggled like soldiers
during the Corona period: Mishra

STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

Games24x7 announced
Hrithik Roshan as the
brand ambassador for

India’s largest online skill gam-
ingplatform, RummyCircle.As
part of the partnership, Hrithik
will be seen in multimedia cam-
paigns by RummyCircle, span-
ning across TV, digital and social
media platforms. 
Announcing the
association,Bhavin Pandya, Co-
Founder and CEO of
Games24x7 said, “We are very
excited to partner with Hrithik,
one of India’s biggest stars.
Hrithik has had a remarkable
career which is an epitome of
versatility as he makes the right
moves at the right time. His
dynamism, talent and wide-
spread appeal have made him
really stand out. This resonates
well with Games24x7 as we are
constantly differentiating our-
selves by providing awesome
game playing experiences.” 
Speaking on his engagement,
Hrithik Roshan said, “Rummy is
a game of skill that requires intel-
lectual acumen, patience, and
tact. What I like is that these are
the same skills that you need, to
overcome the challenges at var-
ious points in life. So, in a way,
the game is a fun way to build
life skills.”

Hrithik Roshan
brand ambassador
of RummyCircle

BSNL employees stage a protest demanding transfer of Junior Telecom Engineers, payments of Traveling Allowances including
several other demands in front of GM's office at TT Nagar in Bhopal on Friday. Pioneer photo

PNS n NEW DELHI

In a momentous virtu-
al ceremony on Friday,
Prime Minister

Narendra Modi launched
the - Pandit Jasraj Cultural
Foundation, a not-for-
profit organisation setup
with the objective of
Protecting, Developing
and Promoting our
National Heritage, Art &
Culture of India, which
has tremendous poten-
tial.
Addressing the virtual
event, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said, "Aaj
Pandit Jasraj ji ki janma
jayanti ka punya avsar
hai, is din Pandit Jasraj
Cultural Foundation ki
stapna ke is abhinav karya
ke liye mai aap sabhi ko
badhai deta hoon. Vishesh
roop se mai Durga Jasraj
ji ko aur Pandit
Shaarangdev ji ko shubh
kaamnaye deta hoon.
Aapne aapke pitah ki pre-
rna ko aur unki tapasya
ko pure vishwa ke liye
samarpit karne ka beda
uthaya hai. Mujhe bhi

kahi baar Pandit Jasraj ji
ko sunne ka aur unse
mulaakat karneka saub-
haagya mila hai. Mujhe
khushi hai ki unki shas-
triya viraasat ko aap sabh
agaay badha rahe hai.
Unki viraasat ko aane wali
peediyo aur saadiyo ke
liye surakshit kar rahe
hai... viraasat bhi vikaas
bhi."
Founded by Durga Jasraj,
actor, singer, music pro-
ducer & promoter, and
the daughter of Pandit
Jasraj along with Neeraj
Jaitly, the foundation aims
to take forward the lega-
cy and philosophy of the
Legend Sangeet Martand
Pandit Jasraj ji. 
It is their firm belief that
India's Traditional Music
wealth should be show-
cased and popularised in
all its elements and glory,
collating various creative
aspects and present it in a
contemporary manner
without diluting the core.
It is indeed a mammoth &
delicate task, which will be
the Creative compass of
the Foundation.

PM Modi launches Pandit
Jasraj Cultural Foundation

Political leaders come together to 
say no to violence against children
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL

Political leaders from dif-
ferent political parties
came together in a meet-

ing called by Child Rights
Observatory, and UNICEF to
bring political parties and lead-
ers together on the theme of
ending violence against chil-
dren. 

Speaking at the meet Dr.
Hiralal Alawa, MLA from
Manawar, for Indian National
Congress said that we need to
increase discourse on this issue
in the assembly, all of us need to
come together to speak and
take actions to reduce violence
against children and link chil-
dren to education. COVID19

challenge has taken our children
away from education and online
education is not reaching all and
have challenge of mental health. 

P C Sharma, Indian
National Congress MLA from
Bhopal said that this is impor-
tant that CRO and UNICEF had
brought our focus on this issue
and we would need to do more
to and take steps to address it. He
said that we need to link pro-
tection of children with educa-
tion of children. 

Neha Bagga, Spokesperson
from BJP said that COVID19
has forced a new normal in
everyones life, wherein our chil-
dren have got affected by it. She
added that Madhya Pradesh is
taking steps to address the chal-
lenge of violence and has many

schemes which are reaching out
to address the challenge.
However we all need to come
together and build a better world
for children. 

Mrs Nirmala Buch,
President Child Rights
Observatory, Madhya Pradesh
said that we need to say no to
this violation of child rights,
and need to make sure that we
build a safer world for chil-
dren. Violence in any form is
cannot be accepted and vio-
lates rights of children. 

PJ Lolichen, Child
Protection Specialist, UNICEF,
Madhya Pradesh speaking at
the meet said violence against
children includes all forms of
physical, sexual, online or
mental violence, abuse, neglect

or negligent treatment. It is
prevalent across all families
and communities, whether
rich or poor, and across all
social groups. It requires mul-
tisectoral and multi stake-
holder actions to address it. 

Anil Gulati Communication
Specialist, UNICEF, Madhya
Pradesh, said that objective of
the meet is to engage represen-
tatives of people and political
parties on issue of ending vio-
lence against children and to
increase discourse on the theme
in public domain. 

J P Dhanopia, Spokesperson
of MP Congress said that we
ranks low in the indicators of
protection of children and need
to increase our focus on the
same.
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Madhya Pradesh State
S h o o t i n g
A c a d e m y ' s

Olympian player Aishwarya
Pratap Singh Tomar will rep-
resent India at ISSF
(International Shooting Sport
Federation) World Cup. 
The championship will be
organized in Cairo, Egypt in
February-March, 2022.
Aishwarya Pratap Singh
Tomar will represent the
Indian team in individual,
team and mixed team events
of the World Cup. It is note-
worthy that Aishwarya par-
ticipated in the Tokyo
Olympics and reached the
finals.
Expressing happiness State
Sports and Youth Welfare
Minister Yashodhara Raje

Scindia congratulated her. 
Aishwarya is being trained in
Madhya Pradesh State
Shooting Academy since
2015. In the recently con-
cluded Tokyo Olympics 2020,
Aishwarya won India an
Olympic quota in the 50m
rifle three position and also
participated in the Olympics
with the Indian shooting
team. Aishwarya Pratap has
so far won 10 medals in
international competitions
including 4 gold, 2 silver
and 4 bronze. In national
competitions, Aishwarya
Pratap has earned 38 medals
including 21 gold, 8 silver
and 9 bronze. 
She created a new world
record in the Junior World
Cup by scoring 459.3 points
in the 50m rifle three posi-
tion and won the gold medal

for the country. She is being
trained under the guidance
of Chief Instructor of
Shooting Academy Suma
Shirur, Sunita Lakhan
Vaibhav Sharma and
Aparajita Singh.
Meanwhile, three boxing
players of State are selected
in Asian Youth and Junior
Asian Championship.
The championship will be
held in Amman, Jordan from
February 27 to March 15,
2022. Players including
Aman Singh Bisht, 92+ Kg
Weight Category (Youth),
Anand Yadav, 54kg Weight
Category (Youth) and
Rishabh Singh Sikarwar, 80
kg weight category (Junior). 
The players are trained under
the guidance of Chief
Instructor of Boxing
Academy, Roshanlal.

Aishwarya to represent India
in ISSF in Egypt, next month

Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan giving away an approval letter to the beneficiaries of Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojna (Rural) in a programme at Minto
Hall in Bhopal on Friday. Pioneer photo

Insurance cheque handed over 
to wife of deceased policeman
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Accident insurance
cheque of Rs 30 lakh
handed over to the wife

of Late Bhagwan Singh Rajput,
a policeman of Madhya
Pradesh Police by Bank of
Baroda, Bhopal Zone.
Under Memorandum of
Understanding between
Madhya Pradesh Police and
Bank of Baroda, Zone on the
year 2021, in which there is a
provision to give 30 lakh to
37.50 lakh rupees in case of
accidental death of policeman
between 18 years to 70 years.

In the same order dated on
January 28, 2022, Girish C.
Dalakoti, General Manager
(Zone Head) of Bank of
Baroda, Bhopal Zone in a pro-
gram organized at Madhya
Pradesh Police Headquarters,
Bhopal Vijay Kataria, Police
Commissioner, Bhopal  ADG
(Welfare) of Madhya Pradesh
Police Makrand Deushkar, AIG
(Welfare) of Madhya Pradesh
Police handed over a check of
Rs.30 lakh for accident insur-
ance claim to Sanju Bai (nom-
inee of the insurance policy),
wife of late Bhagwan Singh
Rajput, a policeman of Madhya

Pradesh Police in the presence
of Anshuman Agrawal.
Lt Gen Ranveer Singh Salaria,
Param Vishisht Seva Medal,
Vishisht Seva Medal (Retd.),
Chief Defense Banking
Adviser, Bank of Baroda, New
Delhi, Virendra Kumar
Sardana, Deputy General
Manager, Defense Banking
Vertical, Bank of Baroda, dur-
ing the said program Regional
Head of Baroda, Bhopal
Region, Suresh Kumar Talreja,
Chief Manager, Defense
Banking Vertical, Bank of
Baroda, Rohit Gupta and other
dignitaries were present.
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DeSpace Protocol is col-
laborating with Parvati
Nair and Archana

Gupta to launch their non-
fungible token (NFT) collec-
tion.
An NFT is a unique digital
token in an original and non-
interchangeable digital asset
record stored on the
blockchain network. The own-
ership of the NFT token is
attributed to the crypto
address where the token is
located, and data such as price,
transaction history, and own-
ership are forever stored and
accessible on the blockchain
network.
Parvati Nair is a model and
actress who works predomi-
nantly in Tamil and Telugu
movies. The actress made her
debut in Kollywood with
Ajith's YennaiArindhaal,
which was directed by
Gautham Vasudev Menon.
The actress played Arun
Vijay's wife in YennaiArindhal.
The action thriller film has
received positive reviews from
critics.

The 27-year-old actress has
gone on to make a mark in the
Tamil film industry as well as
the Malayalam film industry
with films like Nee Ko Njaa
Cha, Dolls, D Company, James
and Alice, Neerali, Uttama
V i l l a i n ,
KodittaIdangalaiNirappuga,
EnkittaMothathe, Nimir, and
Vella Raja.
Parvati was last seen on the big
screen in the Tamil film
Seethakaathi, which was
directed by Balaji
Tharaneetharan, It was also
Vijay Sethupathi's 25th film.
While speaking about her new
NFT collection, Parvati said, "I
am excited to share my first
NFT space journey exclusive-
ly on DeSpace Protocol.
Connecting with my fans on a
new platform like this is excit-
ing."
Recently, the gorgeous actress
crossed the 1.2 million fol-
lowers mark on Instagram.
Apart from her on-screen
appearances, Uttama Villain
actress is quite active on social
media and has been constant-
ly sharing stunning pictures
and videos on the photo-shar-
ing app. 

DeSpace to launch
its NFT collection
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Making an indelible
mark in the Hindi
News genre with its

relevant and differentiated
content formats, Times Now
Navbharat today announced
the launch of documentary
series, Kahani Navbharat Ki.
Directed by Aparna Sanyal,
recipient of the prestigious
National Film Award and
hosted by the multi-faceted
Bollywood actor, Vikrant
Massey, the 10-part series
chronicles defining stories of
India’s 75 years that have
shaped Modern India.
Complimenting the essence
of the series, a theme song
composed by Gaurav
Chintamani and written by
Dr. Sagar is integrated in the
show. The original sound-
track is a groovy rustic rap
that draws inspiration from
Indian history and culture.
Produced by, Times
Chronicles, Times Network’s
Content Studio that produces
fact-based originals, the
docu-series will air from
January 30, 2022, every
Sunday at 8 pm on Times
Now Navbharat. 

Vikrant to host
historical
docu-series
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Berasia police have
arrested two miscre-
ants who killed a 17-

year-old youth at forest near
Unida Kaalra village on
January 26; deceased used to
chat with sister of main
accused.  

Kuldeep Kushwaha was
found dead in forest on
Thursday and in the  inves-
tigation revealed that he
used to chat over phone
with his friend's sister living
in the same locality.

The friend warned and
persuaded him to stay away
from his sister but Kuldeep
continued to chat and con-
tinued contact which irked

Chintu alias Anand
Kushwaha and he along with
friend Raju Kushwaha kid-
napped Kuldeep on a bike on
the pretext of visiting near-
by area on 26 January.

The two took him to for-
est attacked him with a sharp
edged weapon and silted his
throat and crushed his head
with a stone. Police has
arrested the two accused.

Police told that
Kuldeep’s father Dinesh
Kushwaha, lodged missing
complaint after he failed to
return late in the night on
January 26.

During investigation
police found that two weeks
ago Chintu checked the
mobile of his younger sister
and found chat and scolded
his sister and  Kuldeep but
the two were not ready to
give up.

Chintu planned and in
the afternoon of 26 January,
on the pretext of roaming in
nearby area took Kuldeep on
bike. In Harrakheda, Raju
joined them and later they
went to the forest and killed
Kuldeep.

The two took him
to forest
attacked him
with a sharp
edged weapon
and silted his
throat

Two nabbed for killing youth
on R-Day near Kaalra village

CM plants Satparni sapling

Bhopal: Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan planted Saptaparni
and ficus saplings along with Water
Resources Minister Tulsi Ram Silawat
in Smart Garden on Friday. Shri
Ashish Patel, Syed Nawab and
Khushi Kanojia of Annashesh
Welfare Society accompanied the
Cheif Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan during plantation.
Annashesh Welfare Society has been
working for the last two years for
food and children. Work is also being
done by the organisation in the
field of tree plantation and cleanli-
ness for environmental protection. 
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Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said

that the State Government has
included the work of provid-
ing water from tap to every
household in rural areas of the
state under the Jal Jeevan
Mission. In Rajgarh district
also, works worth Rs. 1200
crore are being done in the
mission expeditiously. By
March 22, the work of 3 out of
5 schemes will be completed.
Chief Minister Shri Chouhan
was addressing the inaugura-
tion of development works
and beneficiary conference
programme at village Pipliya
Kalan in Khilchipur tehsil of
Rajgarh district. 

Chief Minister Chouhan
dedicated seven construction
works worth Rs 29 crore 72
lakh 75 thousand. He also
announced the construction
of Higher Secondary School
building at Pipliyan Kalan. MP
Shri Rodmal Nagar was also
present

Chouhan directed to get
the work of right wing of
Kundliyan Dam done at the
earliest, so that irrigation facil-
ity should be available in the
entire area. He said that after
the new survey of Pradhan
Mantri Awas Plus Yojna in
Rajgarh, one lakh new hous-
es would be sanctioned in a
phased manner.

Chief Minister Chouhan
said that the state government
is dedicated to the poor. Under

the Mukhyamantri Bhu-
Adhikar Awas Yojana, such
joint families who are living in
the same house will be made
the owner of the residential
land family-wise. Chief
Minister Chouhan instructed
to run a special campaign to
give the card of Ayushman
Bharat Yojana to every poor.

He assured the farmers that
the amount of last year's crop
insurance would be received
from next month. The Chief
Minister directed the district
administration to ensure that
every eligible farmer gets the
benefit of Pradhan Mantri
Kisan Samman Nidhi and
Mukhyamantri Kisan-Kalyan
Yojana.

Chief Minister Chouhan
also visited the exhibition of
materials produced by liveli-
hood group Khilchipur and
women self-help groups.
Chief Minister Chouhan was
honoured by offering a safa
according to the tradition of
Rajgarh. At the outset, the
Chief Minister also per-
formed pujan of Ladli Laxmi
girls.

Every household will get
tap water: Chief Minister
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The sagacious tale of
revolution of free-
dom in 1857 was

baeautifully narrated
through a Hindi play
'Kartoos 1857 Kranti'.
The play was staged at
Shaheed Bhavan on
Friday under Janyodha
Natya Samaroh. 

The play was directed
by Dinesh Nayar. The
narrator talks about the
sacrifices and bravery of
the revolutionaries. 

The 1 hour 55-minute
drama played in a swang
style has 15 characters
onstage, who play differ-
ent characters by staying
on stage the whole time.

It was shown in the

play that the movement
against the atrocities of
the British started with
the cartridge of a gun.
The military rebellion
reaches Awadh with the
masses. 

The main hero is the

common boy of 1857 era
who was 12 years old at
that time and when the
massacre takes place on
the day of Baisakhi on 13
April 1919 in Jallianwala
Bagh the child took the
soil soaked with the

blood of the martyrs.
Taking an oath for liber-
ation from the British,
narrates the story of the
days of his 1857 struggle.

People's rebellion
against British tyranny in
the play, Nana Saheb's
meeting, military revolt
in Meerut cantonment,
Rani Laxmi Bai, Tatya
Tope, masquerade of
common people mak-
ing fun of British,
Sanyasi rebellion of 1763
in the story, followed by
farmers, weavers Scenes
like the revolt of the
British, tribes, native pla-
toons and so on were
included. The play was
wonderfully staged leav-
ing the audience mes-
merised. 

‘Kartoos 1857 Kranti' tells freedom struggle

DGP releases book ‘Police
Basic Training Course’
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Director General of Police
Vivek Johri released the
book "Police Basic

Training Course" authored by
IPS Manohar Singh Mandloi at
Police Headquarters on Friday.

Special Director General of
Police SAF Milind Kanskar
was also present on the occa-
sion. Appreciating the book,
DGP Johri congratulated
Mandloi.  

Manohar Singh Mandloi
P.T.S. Visbal, 13th Battalion is
posted in Gwalior.

Meanwhil,e strict action is
being taken by the Government
Railway Police to nab the crim-
inals by registering FIR against
15 people in three GRP police
stations for forgery and fraud.
This is the first time in the his-
tory of GRP that such a mas-
sive action has been taken

against illegal vendors. The
legality of about 1200 vendors
has been checked and a fine of
about Rs 1.2 lakh has been
imposed against hundreds of
illegal vendors.

The station in-charges of
10 police stations of railway
unit Bhopal Khandwa, Amla,
Itarsi, Habibganj, Bhopal,
Gwalior BG, Gwalior NG and
Morena have been instructed to
submit photographs and crim-
inal details of the most active
criminals of their police station
area.

In this way, by displaying
the photos and criminal details
of the active criminals, the
officers, employees, members
of Railway Defense Committee
and other traveling persons
are made aware of the appear-
ance of these criminals and it
is intended to keep a check on
their activities.

Police nab two vehicle
lifters, recover two bikes
STAFF REPORTER n BHOPAL  

The Bhopal Crime
Branch has arrested
two vehicle lifters from

Qazi Camp area  and recov-
ered two two-wheelers
worth Rs 1.5 lakh from their
possession on Thursday.

Acting on a tip off
regarding two youths with a
stolen vehicle were nabbed
near Bhopal talkies who
failed to provide details of
the bike.

The nabbed  accused
were identified as Amir
Khan and Mohsin Ansari.
Later in the investigation
they confessed stealing of
other vehicles with their
aide Faizan Chirki.

The team acted after
receiving information that
vehicle lifters who are trying
to sell parts of the stolen
vehicles were at Qazi Camp.

The modus operandi
was to unlock using the
duplicate key or break lock
of the motor cycle and
breaking the registration

number plate of the stolen
vehicle, they used to hide the
vehicle in the shanty in his
farm and after getting cus-
tomer he would sell stolen
bikes at low price.

Both the accused are
mechanic by profession. To
fulfill their hobbies they
started stealing and to avoid
arrest they were in the
process of selling the parts of
the stolen vehicles.

The accused Aamir and
Mohsin along with their
partner Faizan had stolen an
scooter from Kabrastan
Foota Maqbara Road
Hanumanganj and a bike
from             Chuna Bhatti
area. The search is on for the
absconding accused.

‘Men behind the wings’ screened at Shaurya Smarak
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Military film 'Men
behind the wings'
based on the

technical department of
Indian Air Force was
screened here on Friday
at Shaurya Smarak. The
film was screened under
the regular film screen-
ings of Shaurya Smarak.

The film was pro-
duced by M Bhavani
under Films Division of
India. It was directed by
Bhaskar Rao. The entire
film is based on the
recruitment and
advanced technologies of
the Indian Air Force.

The Indian Air Force
(IAF) is the air arm of the
Indian armed forces. Its

complement of personnel
and aircraft assets ranks
fourth amongst the air-
forces of the world.

Its primary mission
is to secure Indian air-
space and to conduct
aerial warfare during
armed conflict. It was
officially established on

8 October 1932 as an
auxiliary air force of the
British Empire which
honored India's avia-
tion service during
World War II with the
prefix Royal. The Indian
Air Force has been
undergoing a modern-
ization program to

replace and upgrade its
ageing and outdated
equipment since the late
90’s to advanced stan-
dards. For that reason, it
has started procuring
and developing aircraft,
weapons, associated
technologies, and infra-
structures.  

Bhopal: Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan has said that
now the pace of corona infec-
tion has slowed down in the
state. He gave credit to the
efforts of the state govern-
ment. The Chief Minister said
that "I am not very stress-free
about this, but my opinion is
being formed that the peak has
gone. Cases have started
decreasing continuously. I will
do a detailed review in this
matter in the meeting on
January 30 and 31."

Chouhan said that the
opinion of the Central
Government will be taken in
the matter of opening of
schools. He said that any step
would be taken only after tak-
ing information from experts.
Decision on opening the
schools will be taken after-
wards.Chouhan claimed that
this time Corona had no fatal
power in the state. 

Pace of Corona
slowing in MP

Buyers at new market on a cold winter evening in Bhopal on Friday. The dipping temperatures have disrupted nbormal life in
the State capital. Pioneer photo

The modus
operandi was to
unlock using the
duplicate key or
break lock of the
motor cycle
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Political parties in India
cumulatively hold assets

worth around a whopping
�9,117.95 crore with the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
topping the list with a stagger-
ing wealth including cash, bank
investments, movable and
immovable properties, vehicles
etc — worth �4,847.78 crore.
However, it is the Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP), and not the
Congress, which followed BJP
declaring assets worth �698.33
crore (9.99 per cent).

While the Congress
declared assets worth �588.16
crore (8.42 per cent), CPI(M)
declared �569.51 crore,
Trinamool Congress (TMC)
�247.78 crore, CPI �29.78 crore
and NCP �8.20 crore.

According to the
Association for Democratic
Reforms (ADR) analysis report,
the seven national parties
together hold �6,988.57 crore
while 44 regional parties have
�2,129.35 crore. All these par-
ties together hold assets worth
�9,117.95 as on 2019-20.

Among the national par-
ties, the BJP and BSP declared
the highest assets under
FDR/Fixed Deposits, �3,253.00
crore and �618.86 crore respec-
tively while the Congress
declared the highest assets
under FDR/Fixed Deposits,
�240.90 crore for the 2019-20.

The total liabilities declared
by the seven national and 44
regional political parties for the
same duration amounted to
�134.93 crore. The national
political parties declared the
total liabilities of �74.27 crore,
�4.26 crore under Borrowings
and �70.01 crore under Other
Liabilities. The Congress
declared the highest total lia-
bilities of �49.55 crore (66.72
per cent) followed by All India
Trinamool Congress (AITC)
declaring �11.32 crore (15.24
per cent).

Among the 44 regional
parties, the assets of the top 10
parties were worth �2028.715
crore or 95.27 per cent of the
total declared by them all com-
bined. In 2019-20, among the
regional parties, the highest
assets were declared by the
Samajwadi Party at �563.47
crore (26.46 per cent), fol-
lowed by the Telangana Rashtra
Samithi (TRS) worth �301.47
crore and All India Anna

Dravid Munnetra Kazhagam
(AIADMK) worth �267.61
crore. Fixed Deposits/FDR
constituted the largest share of
�1,639.51 crore (76.99 per cent)
of the total assets declared by
regional parties in 
2019-20.

The highest assets were
declared under FDR/Fixed
Deposits by SP (�434.219
crore), TRS (�256.01 crore),
AIADMK (�246.90 crore),
DMK (�162.425 crore), Shiv
Sena (�148.46 crore) and Biju
Janata Dal, BJD (�118.425
crore) among others. The
regional political parties
declared the total liabilities of
�60.66 crore, �30.29 crore was
declared under Borrowings
and �30.37 crore under Other
Liabilities. Amongst them, the
Telugu Desam Party (TDP)
declared the highest total lia-
bilities of �30.342 crore (50.02
per cent) followed by DMK
that declared �8.05 crore (13.27
per cent).
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Lauding the role played by
the National Cadet

Corps(NCC) in nation build-
ing, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi said here on Friday the
Government has prepared over
one lakh new NCC cadets in
the border areas of the country.
He also stressed the need for
inducting more girls into the
NCC.

Addressing the annual
NCC rally on the occasion of
the Republic Day, the Prime
Minister also gave credit to it
for shaping his personality.

"The training I got in the
NCC and the things I learned
here have provided me
immense strength in delivering
upon my responsibilities.
Recently, I had also received an
NCC alumni card as well," he

said.
"I am proud that I was also

an active member of NCC. Our
government is taking several
steps to strengthen NCC. A
large number of girl cadets par-
ticipated in the rally, this is the
change India is witnessing
today," Modi said while
addressing the cadets.

Earlier, he inspected the
Guard of Honour, reviewed
March Past by NCC contin-
gents and also witnessed the
NCC cadets displaying their
skills in army action, slithering,
micro-light flying, para-sailing
as well and cultural pro-
grammes. The best cadets also
received medals and batons
from the Prime Minister.

In his address, Modi noted
a different level of enthusiasm
in the celebrations as the coun-
try is marking the Azadi ka
Amrit Mahotsav. He  paid trib-

utes to Lala Lajpat Rai and Field
Marshal K M Cariappa for
their contribution in nation
building.

The Prime Minister talked
about the steps being taken to
strengthen the NCC in the
country in a period when the
country is moving forward
with new resolutions. In the last
two years, one lakh new cadets
have been created in the bor-
der areas of the country, he
said.

The Prime Minister elabo-
rated on the steps being taken
to open the doors of the
defence establishments for girls
and women. He noted the
presence of the large number of
the girl cadets and termed it to
be a symbol of changing atti-
tude of the nation.

Noting the young profile of
the cadets, who are mostly
born in this century, Modi
underlined their role in taking
the country towards 2047. He
also underlined the major role
that youngsters can play in the
‘vocal for local’ campaign.
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The Supreme Court Friday
refused to lay down a yard-

stick for granting reservation in
promotion to Scheduled Castes
and Scheduled Tribes in
Government jobs.

A three-judge bench head-
ed by Justice Nageswara Rao
said States are obligated to col-
lect data on inadequacy of
representation of SCs/STs.

The apex court said it can-
not lay down any yardstick to
determine the inadequacy of
representation of SCs/STs and
it for the states to do so.

The Centre had earlier told
the bench that it is a fact of life
that even after around 75 years
if independence those belong-
ing to SCs and STs have not
been brought to the same level
of merit as the forward class-
es. The apex court had reserved
its verdict on October 26, 2021.
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The Supreme Court on
Friday granted three weeks

to SpiceJet to resolve its finan-
cial dispute with Swiss firm
Credit Suisse AG and stayed
the Madras High Court order
on its winding up, saying that
it was a “serious matter” and
the airlines cannot say it is a
busy organisation and would
not pay.          

A bench headed by Chief
Justice N V Ramana, while
staying the publication of wind-
ing up notice and the order
directing the official liquidator
attached to the Madras High
Court to take over the assets of
the low-cost airline, questioned
the approach of SpiceJet. 

The bench, also compris-
ing Justices AS Bopanna and
Hima Kohli, took note of the
submissions of senior advocate
Harish Salve that SpiceJet
would try to resolve the issue
with the Swiss firm.
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The country’s top drug reg-
ulator, DCGI, has given

permission to Bharat Biotech to
conduct phase-3 clinical trial
for its intranasal COVID vac-
cine as booster dose on partic-
ipants who have been previ-
ously inoculated with SARS-
CoV 2 vaccines.

The trials will be conduct-
ed at nine locations in the
country. It will be done on 900
subjects.

The trials would evaluate
the nasal vaccine for both the
two-dose primary schedule

and also to use as a booster
dose schedule, said officials in
the DCGI.

DCGI's Subject Expert
Committee (SEC) gave an ‘in-
principle' approval to
Hyderabad-based Bharat
Biotech for the 'phase-III boost-
er dose study' for its intranasal
Covid vaccine, a first of its kind
in India, and asked it to submit
protocols for approval 3 weeks
ago.

BBV154 (nasal covid vac-
cine) has received approval for
phase-3 clinical trials. The tri-
als will evaluate BBV154 nasal
vaccine for both the two-dose
primary schedule and booster

dose schedule, the sources said. 
An intra-nasal vaccine

would not only be simple to
administer but also reduce the
use of needles and syringes,
among others. It would also
impact the overall cost of a vac-
cination drive, chairman of
Bharat Biotech Krishna Ella
had said.

Bharat Biotech is the sec-
ond company to submit an
application for the phase-III
trial of the third dose in India.
The intranasal vaccines report-
edly have the potential to pre-
vent transmission for new
Covid-19 variants such as
Omicron.
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India is a “vibrant” democra-
cy and does not need any val-

idation or “certificate,” the
Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA) said here on Friday.
This rebuttal came in the back-
drop of former Vice President
Hamid Ansari and four US
lawmakers airing concern over
human rights situation in the
country.

Making India’s stand clear,
MEA spokesperson Arindam
Bagchi said here said India is a
vibrant democracy, which does
not require certification from
others, and the track record of
the event's organisers was as
well known as the biases and

political interests of the par-
ticipants.

Asked about the virtual
panel discussion organised by
the Indian American Muslim
Council on Wednesday during
which Ansari and the US law-
makers expressed concern over
the current human rights situ-
ation in India, Bagchi said, "We
have seen reports on this event.
India is a robust and vibrant
democracy. It does not require
certification from others."

The claim that others need
to protect our constitution is
"presumptuous and preposter-
ous", he said. "The track record
of event organisers is as well
known as the biases and polit-
ical interests of the partici-
pants," Bagchi said.
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At a time when the world is
grappling with the highly

transmissible Omicron variant
of Covid-19, scientists at the
Banaras Hindu University
(BHU) have, in a first-of-its-
kind study, found that anti-
viral, anti-bacterial, and anti-
inflammatory properties in the
fumes of Air Vaidya Herbal
Dhoopa (AVHD), an ayurvedic
formulation, could be effective
in preventing air-borne infec-
tions in humans and home set-
tings.

Prepared by AIMIL
Pharmaceuticals, ‘Air Vaidya’
contains phytochemicals from
19 medicinal ingredients such
as Raal, Neem Patr, Vasa,
Ajwain, Haldi, Lemon grass
(lamajjaka), Vacha, Tulsi, Peeli
Sarson, Safed Chandan, Ushir,
Sudh Guggal, Nagarmotha,
Mehendi, Tagar, Loban,
Kapoor, Jigat and Cardamom
husk, which are known for
their potential therapeutic
effects to combat the virus.

Dr. KRC Reddy, Professor,
Department of Rasa Shastra
(Ayurveda), Institute of
Medical Sciences, BHU, who
led the research, said, “Though
Dhoopan (fumigation), a med-
icinal therapy has been
described in Ayurveda com-
pendia for ages for its potency
in anti-microbial, anti-fungal,
anti-viral action, in the back-
drop of rising Covid-19 cases,
this is the first scientific study.”

Dr. Reddy explained,
“Participants were divided into
two groups—intervention
group (150 persons) and con-

trolled group (100 persons).
Since the Covid-19 virus gen-
erally enters through nose and
mouth into the human body,
medicinal fumigation therapy
was given to the participants of
the intervention group. They
were asked to inhale ‘Air Vaidya
Herbal Dhoopa’ (AVHD)
fumes for ten minutes twice a
day, while the control group
was not given any such treat-
ment.

“The results were encour-
aging. Just 4 percent of  the
intervention group put on  the
medicinal therapy showed
Covid like symptoms such as
fever, cough, cold, or no taste
or smell; on the other hand, at
least 37 percent, who were not
given such therapy, were found
to have Covid-19 like symp-
toms.” The fumes were also
chemically safe on  Drosophila
flies in the first phase of the
clinical trial, Dr. Reddy said.
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The NIA on Friday filed a chargesheet against
eight accused persons in ISIS Kerala Module

case. The eight chargesheeted alleged ISIS ter-
rorists are Deepthi Marla alias Maryam,
Mohammad Waqar Lone alias Wilson Kashmiri,
Mizha Siddeeque, Shifa Haris alias Ayesha, Obaid
Hamid Matta, Madesh Shankar alias Abdullah,
Ammar Abdul Rahiman and Muzamil Hassan
Bhat, the NIA said in a statement. The NIA had
registered the case on March 5, 2021 pertaining
to terrorist activities of Mohammed Ameen alias
Abu Yahya of Kerala and his associates, who have
been running various ISIS propaganda channels
on different social media platforms such as
Telegram, Hoop and Instagram for propagating
the violent Jihadi ideology of ISIS and radical-
izing and recruiting new members for the ISIS
module. Earlier, the NIA had filed chargesheet
against three accused persons in this case on
September 8 last year.

“Investigation has revealed that all the eight
accused persons chargesheeted today are affili-
ated with banned terrorist organization ISIS and
were involved in radicalising, recruiting,  organ-
ising terror funds and grooming like-minded
gullible Muslim youth through different secured
social media platforms to perform Hijrat to ISIS
controlled territory for joining ISIS,” the NIA said,
adding, further investigation in the case is con-
tinuing.
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The Pakistan Hindu Council
(PHC) ‘faith tourism trip’ to

India through chartered flights
beginning from Saturday has
been postponed due to rising
cases of COVID-19. PHC chief
patron Ramesh Vankwani on
Friday said that the tour has
been postponed for the time
being after the Government of
India’s request due to the rising
cases of COVID-19.   

India on Friday said there
is an interest on both the
Indian and Pakistani sides to
expand the agreed list of
shrines and mode of travel
under the 1974 protocol for vis-
its to religious places, asserting
that it has a positive approach
on the matter and is willing to
engage with Islamabad on it.
PHC has proposed to fly 160
Pakistani Hindu pilgrims from
Karachi to Jaipur on Saturday.

The assertion comes days
after Vankwani who is a mem-
ber of the National Assembly
from Pakistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan's ruling party,
urged India to issue visas to a

delegation of pilgrims to visit
the country as part of his faith
tourism initiative between the
two neighbours. 

Responding to a query, the
Ministry of External Affairs
Spokesperson Arindam Bagchi
said, "As you are aware, under
the 1974 Protocol between
India and Pakistan, visits to
religious shrines are being facil-
itated regularly. There is an
interest on both sides to expand
the agreed list of shrines and
mode of travel." It naturally
needs to be discussed under the
protocol, he said.
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The Centre on Friday said it has decided to convert as many
as 150 villages into 'Villages of Excellence' in 12 states with

technical assistance from the Israel government. Already, the Israel
government has established 29 Centre of Excellence (CoEs) in
12 states, which are producing more than 25 million vegetable
plants, over 3,87,000 quality fruit plants and can train more than
1.2 lakh farmers per year.  The 150 villages that are located around
CoEs will be converted into 'Villages of Excellence.' "Out of these,
75 villages are being taken up in the first year to commemorate
the 75th year of India's independence, where India and Israel will
work together," Union Agriculture Minister Narendra Singh
Tomar conveyed in a meeting with new Israeli Ambassador to
India Naor Gilon on January 27.Gilon said these CoEs are a great
example of cooperation between the two countries and proposed
the certification of CoEs to further enhance the standards and
quality of services being provided to the farmers.He also evinced
interest in further collaboration with agri-research body ICAR
and making available the latest technologies available with Israel.
Gilon also invited Tomar to visit Israel.
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Panaji: Karnataka Congress
leader DK Shiva Kumar on
Friday said the Narendra Modi
Government had curtailed the
benefits of soldiers and had also
failed to fill over 1.22 lakh
vacant defence posts.

The Karnataka Pradesh
Congress Committee president
was campaigning for his party
in the Goa Assembly polls
scheduled for February 14.

"The Modi government is
compromising national secu-
rity as around 1,22,555 posts
are vacant in defence areas. It
has also deprived 30 lakh ex-
servicemen from getting ben-
efits of 'One Rank One
Pension'. While Congress gov-
ernment always worked in the
interest of our soldiers, the BJP
is playing politics with the
nation's security," he 
alleged.

The KPCC chief said the
Congress-led UPA government
had, on February 17, 2014,
approved OROP effective from
April 1 that year, but the BJP
government rejected it on

November 7, 2015 with an
order that laid down that mil-
itary personnel who took vol-
untary retirement after July 1,
2014 will not get One Rank
One Pension. 

The Modi government also
rejected the demand to revise
the pension of 30 lakh soldiers
every year and kept this time
period at five years. He claimed.

The budget for the Ex-
Servicemen Health Scheme
(ECHS) facility was cut by Rs
1,990 crore this year when
compared to last year, and the
Modi government had also
imposed GST on Canteen
Stores Department (CSD) pur-
chases, the Congress leader
said.

"The Modi government
imposed a tax on the 'disabili-
ty pension' of soldiers. This is
shameful. The Congress has
always worked in the interest of
ex-servicemen, giving them
work in petrol pumps, gas
agencies, coal shipments, trans-
port, etc post retirement," he
said. PTI

Bhubaneswar: Daily Covid-19
cases continued to dip in
Odisha, where 5,057 more peo-
ple tested positive on Friday,
844 less than the previous day,
the health department said.

As many as 667 children
are among the newly infected,
it said in a bulletin. 

The coronavirus tally stood
at 12,36,226, while 10 fresh
fatalities pushed the death toll
to 8,560.Fifth-three coron-
avirus patients have died of
comorbidities in the past, the
bulletin said. 

The state had logged 5,901
single-day cases and eight
deaths on Thursday. A week
ago, it had reported 9,833 fresh
infections.

Odisha tested 61,635 sam-
ples in the past 24 hours at a
positivity rate of 8.2 per cent,
it addedKhurda district report-
ed 1,111 new cases, followed by
495 in Cuttack and 429 in
Sundargarh, the bulletin said.

The Test Positivity Rate
(TPR) was 17.1 per cent in
Khurda and 12.9 in
Sundargarh. Nineteen more
districts have a positivity rate of
over five per cent.

The coastal state now has
64,217 active cases, and
11,63,396 patients have recov-
ered from the disease so far,
including 11,157 since
Thursday.Public Health Director
Niranjan Mishra said people
were developing less severe
symptoms due to vaccination.

“The restrictions can be
relaxed only when the cases are
very low as the highly-trans-
missible Omicron variant can
spread again,” he told 
reporters. PTI

Kota: Two men allegedly raped a 40-year-old woman while she
was alone in her hut in Rajasthan's Jhalawar district, police said
on Friday.

The alleged incident took place around five days ago in a
village under Bakani police station limits, they said.

However, the woman reported the incident to police on
Thursday evening after her husband reached home.

Investigating Officer (IO) of the case, DSP Devender Singh
said based on the woman's complaint, a case of gang rape was
registered against two people belonging to her 
village. 

The survivor alleged that the two accused took turns to rape
her while she was alone in her hut built on agriculture field, the
IO said. She also stated that the two accused threatened her of
dire consequences if she disclosed the incident to anyone, DSP
Singh said. Based on the survivor's report, the police lodged a
case under sections of the Indian Penal Code including 376 (D)
that deals with gang rape, he said.

The medical examination of the woman was conducted on
Thursday evening while her statement under Section 161 of the
Criminal Procedure Code (CrPC) was recorded on Friday.

Her statements under section 164 of the CrPC in the court
are yet to be recorded, the IO said. PTI
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Patna: Bihar bandh called on
Friday by student bodies, and
supported by all parties in the
Opposition and some in the
ruling dispensation, against
alleged irregularities in the
Railway Recruitment Board's
Non-Technical Popular
Categories examination process
evoked a mixed 
response.

Citizens woke up to chant-
ing of slogans by bandh sup-
porters against the RRB which
has conducted a staggered, and
allegedly botched up selection
process, the Centre which
intervened not before the cri-
sis snowballed, and the 
Government in the State which
has booked many students and
teachers for the large-scale
arson and vandalism that took
place in the past few 
days.

In Patna, bandh supporters
burnt tyres on Ashok Rajpath
throwing out of gear traffic on
the busy street which leads to

the state's largest government
hospital, its most esteemed
schools and colleges and shops
dealing in medicines, books
and stationery.

At Dak Bungalow crossing
in the heart of the city, they

staged a demonstration and
recited impromptu verses, to
the beats of tambourines, urg-
ing RRB, the Centre and Bihar
government to come to their
senses.

They clashed with police

personnel upon being stopped
from marching towards the
Raj Bhavan, which is a couple
of kilometres away.

In Samastipur district
across the Ganga, a demon-
stration by AISA members
stood out on account of par-
ticipation by a noticeable num-
ber of young women.

Legislators and cadres of
opposition parties, most
notably the RJD and the CPI-
ML, led the protests in Buxar,
Jehanabad, Bhagalpur, Katihar,
Begusarai and Munger. In
many places, tyres were set afire
on highways, causing the traf-
fic to come to a standstill.

Former Bihar chief minis-
ter Jitan Ram Manjhi, who
heads Hindustani Awam
Morcha and minister Mukesh
Sahani, founding chief of
Vikassheel Insaaan Party, have
also expressed "moral support"
to the bandh even though they
are aligned with the NDA.

Major constituents of the

ruling coalition like BJP and
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar's
JD(U) have also expressed their
sympathy for the cause being
espoused by the bandh sup-
porters.

JD(U) national president
Rajiv Ranjan Singh alias Lalan
has come out with tweets blam-
ing the unrest on the RRB's
sloppy work and demanding an
early resolution of the issue by
the high-powered committee
set up for the purpose.

He has also demanded
"immediate withdrawal of the
FIRs by Railways and police" at
various places in connection
with the violent protests which
hit the headlines earlier this
week.

Former deputy chief min-
ister and veteran BJP leader
Sushil Kumar Modi has also
come out with an impassioned
plea for calm and the decla-
mation that "Narendra Modi
government will not allow any
injustice". PTI 
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Amaravati: Andhra Pradesh
reported 12,561 fresh cases of
Covid-19 and 12 more deaths
on Friday.

The latest health bulletin
said 8,742 infected people also
got cured in the state in the last
24 hours ending at 9 am on
Friday. The active case count
now stands at 1,13,300, the bul-
letin said.

The gross COVID-19 pos-
itive cases in the state touched
22,48,608 while the number of
recoveries reached 21,20,717.
The death toll now stands at
14,591.

Kurnool district registered
1,710, Guntur 1,625, Kadapa
1,215, Visakhapatnam 1,211,
East Godavari 1,067, Krishna
1,056 and SPS Nellore 1,009

fresh cases.
Of the remaining six dis-

tricts, three of them added
less than 900 each and three
more logged below 500 each.

Visakhapatnam reported
three fresh fatalities while
Kurnool and SPS Nellore
recorded two deaths each in a
day. Anantapuramu, Chittoor,
Guntur, Vizianagaram and
West Godavari added one more
COVID-19 death each to their
tally. PTI
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2,064 new Covid-19 cases, the second-
highest single-day spike since the advent
of the pandemic nearly two years ago, tak-
ing the tally to 1,67,725, a health depart-
ment official said. The state had on
Tuesday registered the maximum one-day
count of 2,222 fresh coronavirus cases.
The death toll remained at 591 as no new
fatality due to the infection was report-
ed for the second consecutive day, he said.

Aizawl district reported the highest
number of new cases at 1,435, followed
by Mamit at 171 and Lunglei at 137.

The daily positivity rate dipped mar-
ginally to 27.32 per cent from 27.51 per
cent the previous day, he said, adding that
the fresh infections were detected from
7,554 sample tests. At least 325 children
were among the newly infected people,
he said. Mizoram had on Thursday
reported 1,535 fresh infections. The
northeastern state now has 13,721 active
cases, while 1,53,413 people have recu-
perated from the disease so far, the offi-
cial said. PTI
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The Supreme Court’s verdict
quashing the suspension

of 12 Opposition MLAs from
the Maharashtra Assembly last
year evoked mix response on
Friday, with the Opposition
BJP terming the SC ruling as a
‘tight slap’ on the face of the
MVA Government and the
ruling Shiv Sena saying that the
apex court had ‘overstepped’
the rights of the legislature in
its order.

Soon after the Supreme
Court quashed the suspension
of its 12 MLAs as “unconstitu-
tional” and “irrational,” the
BJP went to town, welcoming
the apex court verdict and
terming the ruling as a tight
slap on the face of the MVA
government.

“Satyameva Jayate ! We
welcome & thank the Hon SC
for the historic decision of
quashing the suspension of
our 12 MLAs, who were fight-
ing for the cause of OBCs in
Maharashtra Legislative
Assembly during the monsoon
session.. I congratulate our
BJP Maharashtra 12 MLAs for
getting justice,” former Chief
Minister and current leader of
the Opposition Devendra
Fadnavis of the BJP tweeted.

“Since the beginning, we
were saying that it was com-
pletely unconstitutional & gross
misuse of power to suspend our
MLAs for such a long period to
create an artificial majority &
that too for no valid reason &
the Hon SC has upheld our
stand. It was not only a ques-
tion of 12 MLAs but of more
than 50 lakh citizens in these 12
constituencies. Democracy
saved!!!”

Maharashtra BJP president
Chandrakant Patil tweeted:
“The suspension was not at all
within the framework of the
Constitution. It was not in
accordance with the law, rather

it was arbitrary. The court has
also expressed the same opin-
ion.”

“The State Government
should realise that it is wrong
to trample on the democratic
values in such a manner. Now
the question is what action the
MVA Government will take
against those who ordered
unjust suspension,” Patil won-
dered.

The Shiv Sena and NCP
leaders refused to accept that
the Supreme Court’s decision
was a ‘setback’ to the MVA
Government since the decision
was taken by the Speaker of the
State Assembly and that the
Legislature had the power to
suspend the MLAs

“The Maharashtra
Legislature has the power to
suspend MLAs… Or, for that
matter the Lok Sabha and
Rajya Sabha can suspend MPs,
it is well within their powers,”
Sena MP and Chief
Spokesperson Sanjay Raut said.

“I am surprised that the SC
is going soft on 12 BJP MLAs
who have been suspended for
their alleged misbehaviour.
The same SC is surprisingly not
so considerate when it comes
to 12 names nominated by the
state cabinet to be appointed as
MLCs. The Governor is sitting
on the file for some political
vendetta. The SC has over-
stepped on the rights of the leg-
islators when it comes to sus-
pension of 12 MLAs,” Raut
said.

It may be recalled that on
July 5 12 MLAs were suspend-
ed after they created a ruckus
over the OBC reservations
issue and alleged that Speaker-
in-Chair Bhaskar Jadhav did
not give them enough time to
speak.

The BJP MLAs, who were
suspended from the Assembly
for a year were Parag Alavani,
Ram Satpute, Sanjay Kute,
Ashish Shelar, Abhimanyu

Pawar, Girish Mahajan, Atul
Bhatkalkar, Harish Pimpale,
Jayakumar Rawal, Yogesh
Sagar, Narayan Kuche and
Kirtikumar Bhangdiya.

Reacting to the Supreme
Court’s ruling, Maharashtra
minister and NCP’s chief
spokesperson  Nawab Malik
said: “The speaker of the leg-
islative assembly will take a
decision once the Supreme
Court’s written order is avail-
able. The decision to suspend
12 MLAs of BJP was taken by
the speaker and not by the gov-
ernment.”

“The secretariat of the
Maharashtra Assembly will
study the SC decision after
which the speaker will decide,”
Malik said.

State NCP president and
senior minister Jayant Patil
said that the 12 BJP MLas came
to be suspended for their “mis-
behaviour” with the then
speaker. “The decision to sus-
pend them was taken by the
speaker and not the state gov-
ernment,” he said.

Now after the Supreme
Court’s verdict, the final deci-
sion will be taken once the
written order is made available
to the office of the speaker,” he
said.

“What happened on that
day with the then speaker was
so extreme that it led to the sus-
pension of the MLAs for 12
months. Incidents had hap-
pened in the past as well when
legislators were suspended for
a longer period,” he said.

Alluding to the
Maharashtra Governor Bhagat
Singh Koshyari’s failure to
nominate 12 members to the
Legislative Council from his
quota based on the recom-
mendation of the State Cabinet,
Patil said: “Everything should
happen as per the law. The state
cabinet had recommended 12
names, but they are yet to be
approved by the governor”.
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Amid reports doing the
rounds that Bengal’s econ-

omy was in dire straits Kolkata
Municipal Corporation on
Friday made it clear that it was
impossible for the civic body to
clear pensions to its retired staff
due to fund crunch.

A circular issued by the
KMC said that the employees
who had retired after
September 2021 may not get
their pension for now.

According to the KMC
circular, “payments of pension
and pensionary benefits (to the
retired employees who have
been superannuated from
September 2021) are not cur-
rently released due to crisis of
fund.” There are 22,000 per-
manent employees and 26,000
contractual employees working
for the Kolkata Municipal
Corporation.

The KMC’s circular comes

after Mayor Firhad Hakim
made it clear that the civic body
was facing a financial crisis.
According to sources the
Mayor has asked “all con-
cerned” to put up with the sit-
uation as the “KMC is taking all
possible steps to improve the
situation.”

The Corporation has
already taken a loan of � 2,000
crore from the Asian
Development Bank and asked
for a loan of �700 crore from the
State Government which too
was facing a financial crisis.

The financial crunch ---
that many a critic has blamed
on the dole politics of Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee ---
has reportedly affected a num-
ber of sectors including the
Health Department which has
reduced procurement of med-
icines meant to be distributed
in Government hospitals.

The situation is such that
the State Government has
already been forced borrow
�6,500 crore in three tranches
in the present month. Bengal
stands second after Uttar
Pradesh in terms of borrowing
this year.

While the Government
officials and ruling Trinamool
Congress leaders would not
make comments opposition
BJP attacked the “populist poli-
cies of the Chief Minister” for
the situation the Government
was presently in.

“This Government is
engaged in Khela, Mela and
dole … it is spending hundreds
of crores giving doles to the
clubs that manage votes for the
TMC … populist schemes like
Laxmir Bhandar has been ini-
tiated with no pecuniary return
… and now we are in this sit-
uation,” said BJP leader Samik
Bhattacharya pooh-pooing the
TMC for announcing �5,000
for each woman in Goa should
it come to power in that State.

“When the CPI(M) left
power the Chief Minister began
a propaganda that we had left a
debt of �2 lakh crore --- though
in real terms it was far less --- in
34 years of our rule … but this
Government hasborrowed �6
lakh crore in 10 years … this,
whereas they have abolished
5.5 lakh government posts,” said
CPI(M) central committee
member Sujan Chakrabarty.

CHENNAI: Jagmohan Singh
Raju, the celebrated IAS officer
in Tamil Nadu, has quit the ser-
vice and entered the electoral
fray in Punjab as a BJP candi-
date. The BJP leadership had
fielded him as party candidate
from Amritsar East assembly
constituency where he will
fight against Navjot Singh
Sidhu (Congress),  Bikram
Singh Majithia (SAD) and
Jeevanjoth Kaur (AAP).   

Raju, Chief Resident
Commissioner of Tamil Nadu
in New Delhi who has been
holding the rank of additional
chief secretary, had sought vol-
untary retirement from the
IAS in a letter addressed to
Chief Minister M K Stalin on
January 25 and this was
approved by the latter.

“Of late, the painful condi-
tions in my home State, Punjab,
have been weighing heavy on
my conscience. As son of the
soil, I am agonised at the lin-
gering socio-economic stress
and the sufferings of the
unheard, youth and the under-

privileged. At the same time,
restraints of my service rules
confine me from acting in sol-
idarity with the causes espoused
by my inner voice. My con-
science and deep-rooted love
for my home state has therefore
been cajoling and nudging me
to my service, return to Punjab
and dedicate myself full-time in
its service for the rest of my life,”
said Raju in his letter to chief
minister  Stalin.

1963 born Raju had almost
two years of service in govern-
ment before his superannua-
tion. He was designated as
chief secretary in 2016, there-
by becoming the youngest IAS
officer in India to hold the posi-
tion. Described as the shining
star among the country’s IAS
officers by his colleagues, Raju
has been accorded interna-
tional honours for the merito-
rious services rendered by him.

He is one of the few civil ser-
vants in the country who have
been honoured by the UNESCO
with the King Sejong Literacy
Prize. PNS
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�� Mumbai: A special court here

on Friday took cognisance of
charge-sheet filed by the
Enforcement Directorate (ED)
against former Maharashtra
home minister Anil Deshmukh
and his two sons in connection
with a money laundering case.

Special Prevention of
Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) court judge, R N
Rokade, issued process against
the accused after taking cog-
nisance of the charge sheet.

In December last year, the
ED had filed the 7,000-page
supplementary charge sheet in
connection with the case.
Besides Deshmukh, it had
named named his two sons as
accused in the case.

Prior to that, the probe
agency had filed a charge sheet
against 14 accused, including
Deshmukh's private secretary
(an additional collector-rank
officer) Sanjeev Palande and
personal assistant Kundan
Shinde. Deshmukh was arrest-
ed by the ED on November 1
last year in connection with the
case and is currently in judicial
custody. PTI
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ourselves. One-fifth of the
population in India has
become Mohammedan.
Whose fault is it? One of our
historians says in ever-mem-
orable language: “Why should
these poor wretches starve
and die of thirst when the
perennial fountain of life is
flowing by? The question is:
What did we do for these peo-
ple who forsook their own
religion? Why should they
have become
Mohammedan?”

To go back to Aurangzeb,
over two centuries after the
desecration, F Growse, the
magistrate of the district in the
1870s, felt that of all the
sacred places in India, none
enjoys greater popularity than
the capital of Braj, the holy
city of Mathura. For nine
months in the year, festival
follows upon festival in rapid
succession and the ghats and
temples are daily thronged by
new troops of way-worn pil-
grims. So great is the sancti-
ty of the spot that its pane-
gyrists do not hesitate to
declare that a single day spent
in Mathura is more meritori-
ous than a lifetime passed in
Benares. All this celebrity is
due to the fact of it being the
birthplace of lord Krishna.

In his Mathura: A District
Memoir, Growse has record-
ed his exhaustive survey of

Brajbhoomi. He was so over-
whelmed by the vandalism
that visited the area repeated-
ly that he wrote feelingly,
although his home was in far-
away England. To quote:
“Thanks to Muhammadan
intolerance, there is not a
single building of any antiq-
uity either in the city itself or
its environs. Its most famous
temple, which was dedicated
to Kesava Deva (Krishna), was
destroyed in 1669, the 11th
year of the reign of the icon-
oclast Aurangzeb. The
mosque (idgah) erected on its
ruins is a building of little
architectural value.”

Today, Balkrishna is wor-
shipped in a little room which
appears like a servant quarter
adjoining the back of the
idgah. Pathos can be experi-
enced by any visitor, whether
a devotee or otherwise. The
mischief with masjids extends
from Somnath in the west to
Adina mosque on the
Bangladesh border in the
east. The Adina mosque is sit-
uated on National Hiighway
No.34 near Gaur. On the
wall outside, distinct rem-
nants of Hindu deities are vis-
ible. One stone slab displays
Ganesh by the side of his con-
sort. Inside the mosque, the
stone work is equally con-
vincing that the original
building was a temple. There

has obviously been done a fair
amount of work on this place
of worship. Memoirs of Gaur
and Pandua by M Abid Ali
Khan, subsequently revised
by HP Stapleton, prove this.

A more recent work of
scholarship is entitled Mosque
Architecture of Pre-Mughal
Bengal by Dr Syed
Mahmudul Hasan. Evidently,
local legend as to who built
the Adina mosque and why,
appears to be incorrect.
According to scholars, it was
established by Sultan
Sikandar Shah between 1366
and 1374 AD. There is a dif-
ference of opinion, especial-
ly between JH Ravenshaw
and other scholars as to
whether Gaur, the famous
capital of medieval Bengal,
was older or whether Hazrat
Pandua, where Adina is locat-
ed, flourished earlier. The
significance of the controver-
sy is about how much rubble
from pre-Islamic edifices
could have been used. Dr
Hasan is impartial enough to
quote various scholars at
length, although he betrays
some unhappiness at the alle-
gation about the use of Hindu
materials.

(The writer is a well-
known columnist, an author
and a former member of the
Rajya Sabha. The views
expressed are personal.)
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Sir — For the Tatas, the original owners
of Air India, nothing can be greater delight
than the homecoming of the debt-laden,
yet the nation’s prestigious, air carrier after
nearly seven decades. Air India, which
gave wings to the nation, was much more
than a business venture to the country’s
biggest conglomerate. (‘Air India lands up
in Tatas’ hands’; January 28). From the first
operation from Karachi to Bombay in
October 1932, with JRD Tata steering a
Puss Moth aircraft, to seizing control of
Air India 89 years later, the Tata Group
has had a rollercoaster ride in Indian civil
aviation history.

While normally aircraft head back to
their original destinations after flying,
perhaps for the first time in aviation his-
tory has an airline company itself head-
ed back to its original roots. The skies
of independent India had long witnessed
the dominance of the country’s flagship
airliner, and perhaps they are eagerly
waiting to welcome the beginning of a
new era in India’s aviation ecosystem.
And the Maharaja, whose famous mous-
tache was designed by Bobby Kooka, a
close associate and friend of JRD Tata,
is truly back with a bang.

Ranganathan Sivakumar | Chennai
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Sir — We observe the International
Holocaust Remembrance Day on January
27 every year to mark the liberation of
Nazi Germany concentration camp,
Auschwitz Birkenau, from the historical
atrocities committed on Jews. This day
reminds us of the crimes committed by
Nazi Germany in concentration camps,
leading to about 1.1 million deaths
between 1940 and 1945. On this day, the
qualities of tolerance, equality, free
speech and human rights need to be
inculcated in this world beset by a num-
ber of challenges and inequalities. As the
holocaust memories fade in the mist of
time, anti-Semitic, religious and racial
intolerance are taking the centre stage.

Since the number of Holocaust sur-
vivors is showing a downward trend, the
younger generation must be made aware

of it so as to be able to separate facts from
falsehoods and hatred. Enlightening the
youth about the agony of Holocaust is a
tool that can spring them into action
against the scourge of hatred. When
Holocaust survivors’ memories become
ours, the future generations will avoid the
mistakes of their ancestors. Collective
memory has the propensity not just to
serve as a blueprint for the future but also
to rekindle the past memories and avoid
repeating mistakes.

Vijay Singh Adhikari | Nainital
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Sir —  Cricket is like a game of chess and
so every move counts in its shortest form.
Having lost the Test series in a one-day
fashion, we could have chalked out a
strategy to avoid the mistakes commit-
ted in the longest form of the game. The
blame game has started. It started from
the Kohli era but we blame Rahul for the

downfall. The ex-captain is enjoying his
cricket just like it is an outing in the park.
As the captain, he was sending flying kiss-
es to the pavilion and now, as a player,
he is doing a cradle celebration.

The batting standards have gone
down considerably, which forced such a
situation that the bowlers were put to test.
In the event of a small total to defend, most
of the time on the tour our strategy should
be to dismiss the opposition early. We lost
to South Africa 1-2 in Test matches and
0-3 in One-Day matches. As a result, we
sacked certain star bowlers as scapegoats.
How long can we bank on our home wins?
What is wrong with Indian cricket? Thus
India’s T-20 ranking is by far the best, com-
pared to Test (3rd) and ODI (4th) after the
debacle in South Africa.

Bal Govind |  Noida
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There is no doubt that
Hindus have had the
image of being soft and,
therefore, a useful

punching bag. It was overdue for
a firm stand to be taken as was
rightly done by TS Tirumurti,
the Indian permanent repre-
sentative to the United Nations,
very recently. Swami
Vivekananda was palpably aware
of the Hindu image having been
tarnished and there being a
Hindu phobia. Accorded a
tumultuous welcome upon his
return after making a great
name for himself and his faith
overseas, Swamiji gave a frank
explanation for why there was
Hindu phobia.

Sir Sankaran Nair, a member
of the Viceroy’s Council, in his
book called Gandhi and Anarchy
(published by Tagore &
Company; Madras, 1922), wrote:
“For sheer brutality on women,
I do not remember anything in
history to match the Malabar
rebellion. It broke out about the
20th of August (1921). Even by
the 6th of September, the results
were dreadful.” Gandhiji’s com-
ment which he wrote in Young
India of September 29, 1921:
“We have forgotten the divine
out of dying for our faiths with-
out retaliation… The Hindus
must have the courage and the
faith to feel that they can pro-
tect their religion in spite of
such fanatical eruptions.” He
warned the Government against
excessive repression of the
Moplahs. The ending of the
revolt was a matter not only of
urgency, but of simple human-
ity: “Be the Moplahs ever so
bad, they deserve to be treated
as human beings.”

Amongst Swami Dayanand’
successors, Swami
Shraddhananda was the most
successful in implementing
shuddhi. He was murdered in his
sick bed. Gandhi’s comment
was: “I have called Abdul Rashid
a brother and I repeat it. I do not
even regard him as guilty of
Swami’s murder. Guilty indeed
are those who excited feelings of
hatred against one another.”

The message of Vivekananda
was clear that many problems
have their roots in us. There is
no power in the universe to
injure us unless we first injure
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The Enforcement Directorate’s
raids on the house and business
premises of the relatives of
Punjab chief minister Charanjit

Singh Channi follows a set pattern being
followed by the central agencies for a
while now in poll-bound states.

“This will generate a lot of smoke, this
smoke will remain visible for a while but
it will have little or no adverse political
consequences for those who have been
targeted,” a leader in Punjab quipped on
the timing of the raids when elections
have been announced and the electoral
process has begun.

Those who are knee-deep into poli-
tics say that the ED or Income Tax raids
or any raid by a central agency hardly ben-
efits the BJP in the elections as the fire is
extinguished by those affected by the raid
the very next day by playing the victim
card to the hilt. The smoke too clears in
the next 3-4 days after the agencies give
an account of the recoveries and the dust
it generates settles down in a week.

So,  BJP in Punjab will have to rely
solely on the charisma of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the political guile of
two-time chief minister Amarinder Singh,
having a combined tenure of nine and a
half years in the top job of the state.

As we all know by now, Modi has a
great influence when it comes to some-
thing like presidential type elections
where he hardly has any political rivals
and easily towers over others. It happened
in 2014 and 2019 where the election was
clearly Modi versus the rest. Obviously the
combined “rest” was no match to Modi
and the results hardly had any element of
surprise. Not much has changed even in
2022 on this front.

However, at the same time, the
Assembly elections in several states clear-
ly showed that Modi alone cannot be the
face of BJP and it has to get that extra zing,
that extra person or an issue to ride home.
Even in the home state of the Prime
Minister, Gujarat, Congress did reason-
ably well despite the fact that Modi and
Home Minister Amit Shah hailed from
the same state. There were a string of loss-
es in states all over the country, suggest-
ing that local and regional leaders held on
their own in their home turfs.

In Chandigarh Municipal
Corporation elections, Modi was the only
face of the BJP in the polls and the party
could not win a majority despite ruling
the civic body for five years. It’s a differ-
ent matter that through political machi-
nations, it managed to get its “minority”
Mayor elected, though the Aam Aadmi
Party had two seats more than the BJP in
the House.

So in Punjab, it is unlikely that Modi
will have a big influence in the voting
process and outcome, whatever his sup-
porters say. The only rally he was sup-
posed to address before the polls were
announced, in Ferozepur, had to be can-
celed after the much-publicized security
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breach. Though the weather was
bad on that day and prevented
people from getting out, the low
presence at the rally ground sug-
gested that despite the repeal of the
three farm laws, BJP has still to
cross several more bridges to gain
the trust of the Punjabis. To bridge
that gap, one election is too short
a time. It will take a while and sus-
tained political efforts before BJP
comes with the right formulae and
local social engineering to get
going in Punjab.

As far as Amarinder Singh is
concerned, many in the state,
some even his supporters, now
believe that for him, forming
Punjab Lok Congress and aligning
with BJP is not a serious shot at
power but only an attempt to
ensure that Congress which he
feels humiliated him, is defeated.
Also, many in his old party believe
that Amarinder could well be
looking at fishing in troubled
waters with half a dozen MLAs in
a possible hung Assembly.

Without getting into ifs and
buts of what would happen after
the polling, it is clear that BJP
wants to have a roadmap of its own
in the Sikh majority state in the
near future. It was in alliance
with the Shiromani Akali Dal for
over two decades in the border
state and used to contest 20 seats
in the urban areas as a junior part-
ner. The two parties complement-

ed each other well-SAD, claiming
to put across Sikh point of view
while BJP the Hindu point of view
in a state which was badly affect-
ed by militancy in the 1980s and
early 1990s.

The now repealed three agri-
cultural laws changed the political
dynamics of the state and no one
either from the BJP or the SAD
could envisage the consequences
it would have on state politics
before the bills were conceptual-
ized and eventually passed. As Sikh
farmers from the state gathered at
Delhi borders in one of the most
visible non-violent protests in
decades, opposition to the farm
laws became a sort of mass move-
ment in Punjab which a party
could neglect only at its peril. SAD
took the initiative and parted ways
with its partner BJP and withdrew
its minister Harsimrat Kaur Badal
from the Modi Cabinet.

Even when BJP was in alliance
with SAD, particularly, during the
ten years of its rule (2007 to
20017), there were demands with-
in BJP to test electoral waters inde-
pendently. This chorus grew loud-
er since 2014 when Modi emerged
as a towering leader and BJP won
several state elections and changed
the political dynamics of the coun-
try. So, in 2022 it will be the first
time in decades that BJP would be
the big brother in the alliance with
Congress turncoat and PLC chief

Amarinder Singh and would con-
test 65 odd seats. If BJP manages
a decent show and the definition
of a decent outing would vary from
one leader to the other, a new
alignment could emerge in Punjab.
But given the fact that BJP has
been unable to grow in rural
Punjab due to multiple factors, it
looks like a long haul for the saf-
fron party at present.

Many in the SAD believe that
Amarinder Singh’s PLC is only a
one election wonder and they
have little or no differences with
BJP, more so when the reason for
their differences-Farm Acts-no
longer exists. So there would hard-
ly be much surprise if the SAD is
back in alliance with the BJP for
the 2024 Lok Sabha polls and a soft
understanding soon after the 2022
Assembly polls. In fact, none of the
two parties-SAD and BJP-are mak-
ing noises against each other in the
campaign, making it clear that
there is hardly any difference of
opinion amongst them. If BJP
does reasonably well in assembly
polls, it will then bargain for more
seats in the 2024 Lok Sabha polls
from SAD. That seems to be the
refrain of some BJP leaders as well
as an aging Captain Amarinder is
no guarantee for their future polit-
ical plans in the state and SAD
completes the Hindu-Sikh politi-
cal stereotype which helps BJP in
rest of the country as well.

(The writer is Senior
Resident Editor, The
Pioneer, Chandigarh.
The views expressed 

are personal.)

Solid Waste Management
Rules, 2016 brought in by
the Ministry of

Environment, Forests and
Climate Change ( MoEFCC) and
monitored by the Central
Pollution Control Board 
( CPCB) are having limited suc-
cess. Authorities right from the
Ministry of Urban Development,
CPCB, State pollution Control
Boards, Municipalities, and
Gram Panchayats have been
made accountable.
Implementation is mainly by
municipal authorities and gram
panchayats as per rules.
Segregation at source is the
mainstay of the Rules as has been
amply demonstrated by munic-
ipalities like Indore, making cit-
izens and institutions responsi-
ble for primary segregation.         

The ministries of of Urban
Development and Rural

Development are the main mon-
itoring agencies at the national
level.

Ministry of Chemicals and
Fertilizers, according to clause 7,
has to ensure market develop-
ment assistance and promotion
of city compost with chemical
fertilizers in the ratio of 3:4, but
the ministry has done nothing to
assist the municipalities and
gram panchayats, where com-
post is being produced.

Similarly, the Ministry of
Agriculture, as per clause 8, had
to set up labs for checking the
quality and propagation of com-
post on farmland, but it has done
little. Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB) hardly monitors
State Pollution Control Boards
for implementation. Even Delhi
is not segregating waste as per
rules right under the nose of
CPCB. According to SWM Rules

2016, Clause 15 makes local
authorities responsible for solid
waste management. Except for
municipalities like Indore,
Ambikapur and a few others, no
municipality is following the
rules. Cities like Noida are final-
ly working on different types of
waste and segregation at
doorsteps but implementation is
insufficient even though City
managers like Salil Yadav worked
hard to implement and succeed-
ed partially. He has been trans-
ferred to Greater Noida

Industrial Development
Authority (GNIDA) to imple-
ment in the planned township of
Greater Noida.

GNIDA was fined Rs 2
crore by National Green Tribunal
in 2019 for not properly imple-
menting SWM 2016 rules. Since
then, it has taken action for
empanelment of private agencies
for bulk waste generators (apart-
ments) and has empaneled more
than 17 agencies in category 2 of
its notification.

Sources said three attempts
were made by GNIDA to
empanel vendors for colonies
but due to unfavourable condi-
tions such as unwillingness to
pay or pay very little, harassment
of sanitary workers and collec-
tors, the attitude of residents,
foiled the initiative. 

A look at the implementa-
tion of apartments and colonies

like Jalvayu Vihar, AWHO,
Gurjinder Vihar, Jaypee Greens,
La Residentia, NHPC Employee
colony, Greenwoods Society,
Ansal Golf Links, Gaur City 1 &
2 throws up interesting facts.

Jaypee  installed a com-
poster machine in July 2021, in
accordance with the  SWM
rules of GNIDA and Central
Government,  but the machine
had not worked properly due to
its vendor’s inadequacies.
Segregation at the residential
level was patchy at best. A per-
son from the machine maker
explained that it is a proper aer-
obic composter and not a burn-
ing machine as used in many
societies. Sources from GNIDA
informed that Jaypee had been
fined heavily on quite a few
occasions as waste was not
being processed and was picked
by a company, K waste, which

disposed of all wastes in landfills.
Penalty amount could not be
verified.  La Resdentia was ear-
lier a joint venture with
Amrapali. After being fined by
GNIDA they have bought the
machine and are finalizing the
vendor. In the case of Gaur City,
a huge residential complex, seg-
regation, and processing were
not visible.

AWHO, similar to Jaypee
Greens, has a very big aerobic
composter and a proper struc-
ture allotted and one of the first
to implement in 2019. It was
inaugurated by Deputy CEO of
GNIDA, but the machine is not
working since September 2021.
A source in the RWA office
informed that a company was
doing the composting till August
2021 but the RWA
Housekeeping committee and
the company had their differ-

ences and so, the company was
asked to wait till they try a new
vendor from September 2021.
But it has been months and nei-
ther the current vendor K Waste
nor the current RWA commit-
tee has taken action to rectify the
machine. The plant did not
have any workers and no evi-
dence of any waste management
work was seen. GNIDA has not
taken action against AWHO as
per rules. The earlier company
was not available for comments.

In the case of AWHO, one
RWA committee was the initia-
tor and the committee which
came later played the spoil-
sport and violator. GNIDA
sources informed they have
blacklisted certain vendors like
SVM, who were throwing waste
in landfills in Greater Noida or
even transported it to
Ghaziabad. 
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(The writer is Special
Correspondent, The Pioneer.

The views expressed 
are personal.)
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Russia’s top diplomat said
Friday that Moscow will

not start a war in Ukraine but
warned that it wouldn’t allow
the West to trample on its secu-
rity interests, amid fears it is
planning to invade its neighbor.

U.S. President Joe Biden
warned Ukraine’s leader a day
earlier that there is a “distinct
possibility” that Russia could
take military action against
the former Soviet state in
February.

“There won’t be a war as far
as it depends on the Russian
Federation, we don’t want a
war,” Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov said in a live interview
with Russian radio stations.
“But we won’t let our interests
be rudely trampled on and
ignored.”

Tensions have soared in
recent weeks, and United States
and its NATO allies warily
eyed a buildup of more than
100,000 Russian troops near
Ukraine, worrying that
Moscow was preparing to
attack. Russia has repeatedly
denied having any such plans,
but has demanded that NATO
promise Ukraine will never be
allowed to join and that alliance
roll back deployments of troops

and military equipment in
Eastern Europe. The U.S. and
NATO formally rejected those
demands this week, though
Washington outlined areas
where discussions are possible,
offering hope that there could
be a way to avoid war.Russia’s
official response to those pro-
posals will come from
President Vladimir Putin, but
Kremlin has said there was “lit-
tle ground for optimism.”

Lavrov echoed that grim
note Friday.“While they say
they won’t change their posi-
tions, we won’t change ours,” he
said. “I don’t see any room for
compromise here.”Putin
opened the weekly meeting of
his Security Council on Friday,
saying only that it would
address foreign policy issues.

Later, in a video call with
French President Emmanuel
Macron, the Kremlin said he
emphasized that U.S. and
NATO failed to consider
Russia’s key demands: pre-
cluding NATO’s expansion,
stopping the deployment of
alliance weapons near Russian
borders and rolling back its
forces from Eastern Europe. At
the same time, Putin spoke in
favor of continuing talks about
a stalled peace agreement for
eastern Ukraine, where Russia-

backed rebels are fighting
Ukrainian forces. Those talks
are among Russia, Ukraine,
France and Germany, and pres-
idential envoys from four coun-
tries met in Paris on
Wednesday and agreed to have
another meeting in Berlin in
two weeks.Following 2014
ouster of a Kremlin-friendly
president in Kyiv, Moscow
annexed Ukraine’s Crimean
Peninsula and began backing
insurgency in country’s eastern
industrial heartland. 

Earlier, Lavrov noted that
U.S. suggested two sides could
talk about limits on deploy-
ment of intermediate-range
missiles, restrictions on mili-
tary drills and rules to prevent
accidents between warships
and aircraft. 

He said that Russia pro-
posed discussing those issues
years ago — but Washington
and its allies never took them
up on it until now. While he
described U.S. offers as rea-
sonable, he also emphasized
that Russia’s main concerns
on NATO. He noted that inter-
national agreements say that
security of one nation must not
come at expense of others’ —
and that he would send letters
to ask his Western counterparts
to address that obligation.
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The White House says
President Joe Biden warned

Ukraine’s president Thursday
that there is a “distinct possi-
bility” Russia could take mili-
tary action against Ukraine in
February. The Kremlin likewise
sounded a grim note, saying it
saw “little ground for opti-
mism” in resolving the crisis
after the U.S. this week again
rejected Russia’s main
demands.

Russian officials said dia-
logue was still possible to end
the crisis, but Biden again
offered a stark warning amid
growing concerns that Russian
President Vladimir Putin will
give the go-ahead for a further
invasion of Ukrainian territo-
ry in the not-so-distant future.

The White House said
Biden’s comments to Ukraine’s
Volodymyr Zelenskyy in a
phone call amplified concerns
that administration officials
have been making for some

time.“President Biden said that
there is a distinct possibility
that Russians could invade
Ukraine in February,” White
House National Security
Council spokesperson Emily
Horne said. “He has said this
publicly and we have been
warning about this for months.
”Tensions have soared in recent
weeks, as United States and its
NATO allies expressed concern
that a buildup of about 100,000
Russian troops near Ukraine
signaled that Moscow planned
to invade its ex-Soviet neigh-
bor. Russia denies having any
such designs — and has laid
out a series of demands it says
will improve security in
Europe. But as expected, the
U.S. and Western alliance firm-
ly rejected any concessions on
Moscow’s main points
Wednesday, refusing to per-
manently ban Ukraine from
joining NATO and saying allied
deployments of troops and
military equipment in Eastern
Europe are nonnegotiable.
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Japan’s government said
Friday it will watch the World

Health Organization’s investi-
gation into staff complaints
over racism and abuse by a top
Japanese official at the agency
but denied it inappropriately
received sensitive vaccine
information from him.

Meanwhile in Geneva,
France’s diplomatic mission
said that if the allegations are
proven to be true, the possible
consequences include the ter-
mination of the WHO direc-
tor’s contract.

An investigation by the
Associated Press this week
found WHO staffers alleged
that Dr. Takeshi Kasai, the
U.N. health agency’s top direc-
tor in Western Pacific, engaged
in unethical, racist and abusive
behavior, undermining WHO’s
efforts to curb the coronavirus
pandemic, according to an
internal complaint filed last
October.The complaints were
also emailed to senior WHO
leaders last week and describe
a “toxic atmosphere” with “a
culture of systemic bullying” at
WHO’s regional headquarters
in the Philippines. 
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China said on Friday United
Nations human rights chief

Michelle Bachelet is welcome to
visit Xinjiang, where Beijing
faces serious human rights
allegations against Uygur
Muslims, after Winter Olympic
Games to promote cooperation
and not an investigation based
on "presumption of guilt".

Foreign Ministry
spokesman Zhao Lijian said at
a media briefing here that invi-
tation was extended a long time
ago and two sides have been
maintaining communica-
tion."China welcomes Madam
Bachelet to visit China, includ-
ing Xinjiang," Zhao said.

"Our position is consistent
and clear. The purpose of the
visit is to promote exchange
and cooperation, not investi-
gation based on presumption of
guilt.  We oppose anyone using
this for political manipulation
to pressure China," he said. 

The spokesman, however,
skirted a direct answer when
asked to comment on a media
report stating China is also
insisting Bachelet should not

release her report on Xinjiang
before February 4 Beijing
Winter Olympics opening cer-
emony as demanded by US
politicians."I can tell you
Xinjiang enjoys economic pros-
perity and social order and
people there are leading happy
lives with their human rights
fully protected," he said. China
firmly opposes tactics of using
Xinjiang to smear country by
distorting facts, he said.

China has launched a
diplomatic offensive to
mobilise world leaders to
attend February 4 opening cer-
emony of Winter Olympics as
US, the EU and several western
countries announced a boycott
of event by their diplomats to
highlight allegations of human
rights violations in Xinjiang,
including incarceration of over
a million Uygur Muslims in
camps. 

A host of world leaders
including Russian President
Vladimir Putin and Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan,
besides UN Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres are due to
attend opening ceremony to
show solidarity with Beijing.
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Russian authorities on Friday
reported over 98,000 new

confirmed coronavirus cases,
but according to the Kremlin,
the actual number is likely to
be much higher as the highly
contagious omicron variant
continues to rage through the
vast country.

Russia's state coronavirus
task force on Friday registered
98,040 new infections tallied
over the past 24 hours - anoth-
er all-time high for the coun-
try that in recent weeks has
faced its biggest surge of con-
tagions in the pandemic.
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov told reporters Friday

that "it is obvious that this
number is higher and possibly
much higher," because "many
people don't get tested" and
have no symptoms. Peskov
noted that Russia's numbers are
"so far lower than in Western
European countries, than in the
US, so one can't rule out that
they will grow further".

The Kremlin spokesman
also admitted that a lot of peo-
ple in the presidential admin-
istration have gotten infected
with the virus. "The vast major-
ity continue to work from
home after having isolated
themselves," Peskov said. "This
explosive contagiousness of
the omicron, it demonstrates
itself in full." Coronavirus

infections in Russia started to
soar nearly three weeks ago,
with daily tallies of new cases
spiking from about 15,000 on
Jan 10 to almost 100,000 on
Friday. 
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Scotland Yard on Friday said it
has sought "minimal refer-

ence" to events it is investigating
from a UK Cabinet Office
inquiry, being led by top civil ser-
vant Sue Gray over so-called
"partygate" scandal of alleged
gatherings within government
quarters that may have breached
COVID lockdown rules in 2020-
2021.Gray's inquiry report,
which poses a serious threat to
British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson's leadership, is said to be
complete but there has been a
delay since some of its findings
were passed on to London's
Metropolitan Police earlier this
week, to probe "serious and fla-
grant" breaches of corona laws.
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Manila: The Philippines
will lift a ban on the entry of
foreign tourists and business
people next month after near-
ly two years, in a move to revive
the battered tourism industry
as the latestcoronavirus out-
break started to ease, officials
said Friday. AP
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North Korea said Friday its
two latest rounds of

weapons tests this week were
successful while vowing to bol-
ster its nuclear “war deterrent”
and speed up development of
more powerful warheads.It
appeared North Korean leader
Kim Jong Un did not attend
tests on Tuesday and Thursday,
which were detected by mili-
taries of neighbors South Korea
and Japan. But Kim did inspect
a munitions factory where
workers pledged loyalty to their
leader, who “smashes with his
bold pluck challenges of U.S.
imperialists and their vassal
forces,” state media said. North
Korea has been ramping up its
testing activity in recent
months, including six rounds of
weapons launches so far in
2022, demonstrating its military
might amid pandemic-related
difficulties and a prolonged
freeze in nuclear diplomacy
with the United States.
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Six rockets struck Baghdad’s
international airport facili-

ty on Friday, damaging two
commercial planes but causing
no casualties, Iraq’s military
said in a statement. 

The rockets fired in early
morning landed on planes
parked in a waiting area of Iraqi
Airways, the country’s nation-
al carrier, the statement said.
One rocket punched a gaping
hole in cockpit area of plane.

The attack marks an esca-
lation of a series of rocket and
drone strikes that have target-
ed U.S. and their allies as well
as Iraqi government institu-
tions since start of year. Most
attacks targeting airport did not
cause heavy damage or affect
civilian areas of airport facili-
ty. The recent uptick followed
second anniversary of U.S.
strike that killed Iranian Gen.
Qassim Soleimani and Iraqi
militia commander Abu Mahdi
al-Muhandis.
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Supreme Court Justice
Stephen Breyer’s retirement

gives President Joe Biden a
chance to make his first nom-
ination to high court. It’s also
a chance for Biden to fulfill a
campaign promise to nominate
the first Black woman to be a
justice. Some things to know
about the women seen as lead-
ing candidates:

KETANJI BROWN JACK-
SON

Ketanji Brown Jackson has
known Breyer for decades. A
graduate of Harvard and
Harvard Law school, she was a
law clerk to Breyer from 1999
to 2000. She is comfortable
enough with her former boss to
have a little fun at his expense.
In 2017, after Breyer acciden-
tally brought his cellphone to
court and it rang, Jackson
introduced him at an event and
pretended to get a call mid-

introduction from Breyer’s col-
league, Justice Neil Gorsuch.
After clerking for Breyer,
Jackson was as a lawyer in pri-
vate practice, worked as a pub-
lic defender and served on
U.S. Sentencing Commission.
President Barack Obama nom-
inated her to be a federal trial
court judge in District of
Columbia in 2013. Biden ele-
vated her to U.S. Court of
Appeals for District of
Columbia Circuit, where she
has served since June 2021.

Recently, Jackson was part
of a three-judge panel that
ruled against former President
Donald Trump’s effort to shield
documents from House com-
mittee investigating Jan. 6,
2021, insurrection at Capitol.
Jackson, 51, also has advantage
of a connection to Republicans.
She is related by marriage to
former House Speaker Paul
Ryan, R-Wis. Jackson’s hus-
band, Dr. Patrick Jackson, a
surgeon, is the twin brother of
Ryan’s brother-in-law. 
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President Joe Biden strongly
affirmed Thursday that he

will nominate the first Black
woman to the U.S. Supreme
Court, declaring such historic
representation is “long over-
due” and promising to
announce his choice by the end
of February.

In a White House ceremo-
ny marking a moment of
national transition, Biden
praised retiring Justice Stephen
Breyer, who will have spent
nearly 28 years on the high
court by the time he leaves at
the end of the term, as “a
model public servant at a time
of great division in this coun-
try.”

And with that the search
for Breyer’s replacement was
underway in full.  Biden
promised a nominee worthy of
Breyer’s legacy and said he’d
already been studying the

backgrounds and writings of
potential candidates.“I’ve
made no decision except one:
The person I will nominate
will be somebody of extraor-
dinary qualifications, charac-
ter and integrity,” he said.
“And that person will be the
first Black woman ever nom-
inated to the United States
Supreme Court. It is long
overdue.”Biden’s choice will

be historic on its face: No
Black woman has ever served
on the high court. But the
decision is also coming at a
critical time of national reck-
oning over race and gender
inequality. 

However, the court’s 6-3
conservative majority is des-
tined to remain intact.Biden is
using his choice to fulfill one
of his early campaign promis-
es, one that helped resurrect
his moribund primary cam-
paign and propel him to the
White House in 2020. 

And it gives him the
chance to show Black voters,
who are increasingly frustrat-
ed with a president they
helped to elect, that he is seri-
ous about their concerns, par-
ticularly with his voting rights
legislation stalled in the
Senate. It also could help drive
Democratic enthusiasm amid
concerns about a midterm
routing in congressional races.
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Mumbai: Warning that any sudden and sharp
fiscal consolidation steps can throttle the nascent
and uneven recovery of the Indian economy, a
Wall Street brokerage has said the Budget should
instead focus on boosting overall demand, from
rural consumption in particular, and invest
more in infrastructure.

The successive waves of the pandemic has
made it more difficult to reduce government debt
as a share of GDP in the medium-term, said
Goldman Sachs in a pre-Budget note.

It thus pencilled in a gradual fiscal consol-
idation with FY23 falling by 50 basis points to 6.3
per cent from 6.8 per cent in FY22, and set a tar-
get of bringing it down to 4.5 per cent by FY26.

The brokerage believes that even though allo-
cation for COVID  related expenses will come
down, the government will have to continue to
focus on welfare spending and also expects capex
to increase 12 per cent.

But the higher spending will most likely be
financed by higher tax revenue in FY23 and
deferred asset sales from the current year, help-
ing reduce the deficit.

It also sees the general government fiscal
deficit falling to 9.3 per cent of GDP in FY23 from
10.1 per cent in FY22 on the back of stronger
nominal GDP growth.

If the Budget removes capital gains tax and
withholding tax on foreign bond investments in
the country, India will likely be included in the
global bond index by Q4 of 2022 and this can help
the country attract an additional USD 30 billion
inflows in 2023, which again will lead to lower
deficit.

Gross tax collections in the first eight months
of FY22 rose to 70 per cent of budget estimates
which is the highest in the last 10 years. Direct
taxes have grown 66 per cent on-year, led by
income and corporate tax growth while indirect
taxes have grown 39 per cent driven by buoyant
GST and excise duties on fuel prices.

The report expects gross tax revenue to over-
shoot budget estimates by about 1.1 per cent of
GDP in FY22 and non-tax revenue to be high-
er by 0.1 per cent of GDP driven by increased div-
idends from the RBI and higher deferred pay-
ments from telcos. PTI
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The  Swadeshi Jagaran
Manch has said that taxing

the beedi industry at par with
sin tax levied on the cigarette
manufacturers has internal
security imperatives especially
in the Naxal-hit States.

As many 95 lakh people,
including 85 lakh tribal
women, mostly in Naxal-hit
States are directly engaged in
beedi rolling and the industry
provides employment to anoth-
er three-and-a-half crore more
people, like those engaged in
collection of tendu leaves.

“These women in the
impoverished regions sustain
their families through earnings
at their homes generated from
beedi rolling, essentially a cot-
tage industry in which the raw
materials are provided to the
workers at their homes on a
daily or weekly basis,” SJM
Co-convenor Dr Ashwini
Mahajan said on
Thursday.

While in the long term
winding up the industry could
be a desirable option but not
before providing sustainable
alternate employment oppor-
tunities to those engaged in the
beedi industry, he said.

Stating that even the
Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh, an
affiliate of the Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh, has
backed handling of the beedi
industry in right perspective, he
said there is need to undertake
scientific studies to ascertain
the health hazards of smoking

beedis and till then decisions
should not be based on narra-
tives of certain lobbies like
cigarette industry or NGOs
backed by them.

“The issue of employment
of women in mostly backward
regions must be balanced with
public health as women par-
ticipation is maximum in the
beedi industry,” he said.

The beedi industry, unlike
the cigarette industry, does not
have lobbies to protect its inter-
ests, he said and justified his
backing for the make in India
cottage industry.

“Even Home Ministry
reports have suggested that
there are foreign lobbies work-
ing against the beedi industry
and thereby hitting local Indian
interests. This has also led to
cancellation of FCRA licences
of certain NGOs,” he said.

Higher taxes on beedis
also lead to increased smug-
gling of Chinese cigarettes,
further adding to New Delhi’s
trade imbalance with Beijing.
Higher taxes on beedis also
lead to increased consumption
of non-smoking products
which pose a higher health risk
to the consumers, he said,
demanding reduction in the
GST imposed on the beedis at
the rate of 28 percent.

He also demanded that
beedis should be kept out of the
purview of the Cigarettes and
Other Tobacco Products Act
(COTPA) and backed innova-
tions to exploit export poten-
tial of the homegrown
product.

Mumbai: The BSE gauge
Sensex dived nearly 900 points
from the day's peak to finish
Friday's highly volatile session
77 points lower at 57,200, trig-
gered by a late sell-off mainly in
banking and auto shares.

Starting off on a high note,
the 30-share index soared to
trade briefly above the key
58,000-level in afternoon trade,
before plunging to a low of
57,119.28. After fighting bouts
of volatility towards the fag-end
of the session, the index finally
closed 76.71 points or 0.13 per
cent lower at 57,200.23.

Likewise, the NSE Nifty too
swung between gains and loss-
es before ending 8.20 points or
0.05 per cent down at 17,101.95.

The Sensex was pulled
lower mainly by Maruti, Tech
Mahindra, PowerGrid, ICICI
Bank, Axis Bank and SBI --
which suffered losses to the tune
of 3 per cent.

Vinod Nair, Head of
Research at Geojit Financial
Services, said, ''After the decent
opening post yesterday's weak
closing, domestic bourses again
staged a quick sell-off, tracking
weak European trend. Policy
tightening by the US Fed and
rising geopolitical tensions in
Ukraine coloured global senti-
ments.” PTI
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J.B. Chemicals &
Pharmaceuticals Limited

(JBCPL), one of the fastest
growing pharmaceutical com-
panies in India, on Friday
announced that it will acquire
brands for the India market
from Sanzyme Private Limited
(Sanzyme), a leading player in
the probiotics and reproductive
health segment in the country. 

The transaction is valued at
Rs  628 crore and is expected

to be completed in the next two
weeks subject to customary
closing formalities. Sanzyme,
ranked amongst the top five
probiotics players in the coun-
try, is engaged in the manu-
facture, distribution and mar-
keting of specialty probiotics
formulations, infertility man-
agement products and
nutraceuticals products. 

It operates in the gastroen-
terology, nephrology, urology
and gynecology therapy areas
with leading brands.
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The Union Ministry of Labour has considered the long pend-
ing demands of the Indian Railway Mall Godam Workers’

Union by approving the registration of workers on the e-shram
portal paving a way for recognition of the railways mall godam
workers across India. 

In view of this, the Indian Railway Mall Godam Workers
Union held meetings with railway mall godam workers and their
families at various places across India from January 26-28 to solve
the problems and demands  like all the Railway Good shed work-
ers need to provide a fixed contract for “Wages”, proper to “Wage
Receipt” for preventing corruption, as per “Ayushman Bharat”
all workers should have proper basic amenities like drinking water,
proper restroom, canteen at railway shed, free medication for
workers and their families, accidental insurance, rail pass etc
besides Pension benefits and job replacement for their family
member in case of any mishappening. 

Spokesman for the organisation Parimal Kanti Mondal said
Ministry of Labour has led our Mall Godam workers to a new
direction in life by giving them the identity.

Chief Labour Commissioner DPS Negi encouraged the work
done by the Mall Godam workers and their families.
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Mumbai: Worried over rising
incidence of cyber frauds, the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on
Friday issued a public notice
asking people to follow safe dig-
ital banking practices to prevent
any possible financial loss.

Observing that unscrupu-
lous elements are defrauding
people by using innovative
modus operandi, including
social media techniques and
mobile phone calls, the RBI
urged the members of public to
take all due precautions while
carrying out digital financial
transactions.

"... The Reserve Bank cau-
tions members of public to be
aware of fraudulent messages,
spurious calls, unknown links,
false notifications, unautho-
rised QR codes, etc. Promising
help in securing concessions/
expediting response from banks
and financial service providers
in any manner," the central
bank said. Fraudsters attempt
to get confidential details like
user id, login/ transaction pass-
word, OTP (One Time
Password) as well as debit/
credit card details and other per-
sonal information.

The RBI has highlighted
some of the typical modus
operandi being used by fraud-
sters like Vishing, Phishing,
and Remote Access. "RBI

urges the members of public to
practice safe digital banking by
taking all due precautions while
carrying out any digital (online/
mobile) banking/ payment
transactions. These will help in
preventing financial and/ or
other loss to them," the notice
said.

Vishing refers to phone
calls pretending to be from
bank/ non-bank e-wallet
providers/ telecom service
providers in order to lure cus-
tomers into sharing confidential
details in the pretext of KYC-
updation, unblocking of
account/ SIM-card, and credit-
ing debited amount. Phishing
means spoofed emails and/ or
SMSes designed to dupe cus-
tomers into thinking that the
communication has originated
from their bank/ e-wallet
provider and contain links to
extract confidential details.

By using Remote Access,
fraudsters lure customer to
download an application on
their mobile phone/ computer
which is able to access all the
customers' data on that cus-
tomer device.

Fraudsters also misuse the
'collect request' feature of UPI
by sending fake payment
requests with messages like
'Enter your UPI PIN' to receive
money. PTI

Mumbai: The rupee snapped
its three-day losing streak to
close 2 paise higher at 75.07
against the US dollar on Friday
amid expectation of better dol-
lar inflows from upcoming
IPOs.

However, the rebound in
the rupee was restricted amid
weakness in domestic equities,
analysts said.

Forex traders said geopo-
litical tensions, elevated crude
oil prices and hawkish US Fed
stance also weighed on the local
unit.At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the rupee
opened at 75.12 a dollar and
witnessed an intra-day high of
74.88 and a low of 75.13.

The domestic unit finally
settled at 75.07 against the
American currency, up 2 paise
over its last close of 75.09.PTI

New Delhi: The Government
has notified the second phase
of the Scheme on
Enhancement of
Competitiveness in the Indian
Capital Goods Sector for pro-
viding assistance for common
technology development and
services infrastructure, with a
financial outlay of �1,207 crore.
The outlay includes Budgetary
support of �975 crore and
industry contribution of �232
crore.  

The scheme was notified
on January 25.  "The objective
of Phase II of the Scheme for
Enhancement of
Competitiveness of the Capital
Goods Sector is to expand and
enlarge the impact created by
Phase I pilot scheme, thereby
providing greater impetus
through creation of a strong
and globally competitive cap-
ital goods sector that con-
tributes at least 25 per cent to
the manufacturing sector," the
Heavy Industries Ministry said
in a statement .  PTI
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Vikrant Massey, the name almost
always conjures up the adjective
earnest, followed by humble,

grounded and all the antonyms for
bratty, entitled and high-headed.

Right from the time he
caught popular attention

— as Shyam Madan
Singh —in the memo-

rable Balika Vadhu,
Massey played every
character, including
those who were a
deep shade of grey,
with deep convic-
tion. Whether it
was Devdas
Mukherjee, a
thief, in his
debut film
Lootera (2013)
or a cuckolded
h u s b a n d ,
Rishu in the
more recent
H a s e e n
D i l l r u b a
(2021) or
even Bablu,
the brains
behind the

gang in
Mirzapur (2018)

it was this total belief
in his character that made

him shine with a boy next
door ordinariness.

So, it isn’t surprising
that a TV media house
zeroed down on him to
play anchor for the show
Kahani Navbharat Ki
which charts the history of
the country. We connect
over a call and chit-chat
about the world as
Massey reciprocates with
his customary warmth.

He informs me that though he had a
Covid scare, the tests thankfully were
negative. The discussion then switches
to his latest venture. Excerpts from the
interview:

�Why and how did you decide to
switch back to TV?

It was a no-brainer. The team
explained the concept, that they had
been researching for two years. The larg-
er context of the show was to celebrate
75 years of Independence. When I
read the script, I immediately wanted to
be a part of it. It might sound really
cliched, but main sach keh raha hun (I
am being honest), it seemed God-sent.

I always wanted to be a part of
something like that... a show which is a
mix of history, knowledge, hope and
everything worthwhile. It was 
ready-made and offered to me on a plat-
ter. I recognised that in some way or the
other I would be contributing my bit. I
want to do that through the films and
shows that I take up.

The younger generation, unfortu-
nately, is engrossed in consumerism.
Research shows that grown-up adults
spend about a quarter of their waking
time on mobile. So, I wanted to come
out with something unobserved, kept on
the rack for the longest of time and dust
it off to present it nicely and bring it out
in a manner that we can take pride in
our history. It really encapsulates that
mood. It is full of hope, pride and what
better time than 75 years of
Independence to share these stories. 

�Was there any particular incident
that got your attention? 

There were so many things. It is a
10-episode series and I really can’t pin-
point one. Our history is so vast that we
had to filter out some things. Everything
has its significance and place. There are
so many people in the younger gener-

ation who are not aware of the many
challenges we faced and overcame as a
young country or the many hurdles that
were thrown at us. Take our approach
to Science in the 50s... Or the fact that
we practised secularism with all our
heart and soul... Or that we gave mar-
ginalised women the right to education
and to vote. How did we overcome all
of that? Despite all trials and tribulations,
the way we liberalised our economy.
How we are one of the largest democ-
racies in the world. Despite the ups and
downs, we are facing... these are the
things that, I strongly feel, we need to
take cognisance of, feel proud of and
share with our people. When we are
approaching this milestone, we can
also think about what the coming 75
years would be like. How will we chart
the future... depends on the present. 

�The show talks about history... of late,
it has become a contentious issue. How
have you tackled that?

History has always been a con-
tentious issue. Our generation is seeing
it for the first time. But these things have
always existed. However, the history we
are talking about is devoid of any tilt,
tint, lineage or conformism. Yes, I
agree that the public discourse, especial-
ly on social media, is marred by politi-
cisation. We consciously tried to refrain
from that. We had academicians and
historians who worked diligently on the
show. It was a conscious decision to
understand and take pride in our iden-
tity as Indians first and share these high-
ly significant stories. And the rest is up
to the audience. We have cooked up the
dish with fair diligence and honesty. 

�Anchoring and acting are two differ-
ent ball games. What are the points of
differences and similarities?

Acting for fiction is a completely dif-
ferent ball game. It is a make-believe

world that you are trying to encapsulate
your audience with and convince them
of the story. But when I’m hosting a
show, I’m sharing my privacy, opening
the door for the audience to come in to
also share my experiences. It’s far more
challenging and I enjoy that. People see
me as an actor and here I’m sharing a
piece of my heart, ideology, hope and
belief. I am proud to be associated with
the show as, I said, we tried to highlight
the story and history of India and hope
to inspire people who will shell out their
valuable time and watch it.

�You’ve dabbled in TV, OTT and
films. Do you approach the roles dif-
ferently in each? And does each help
your growth as an actor?

I have never limited myself to the
medium. I have always believed that I
am a storyteller. I have also believed that
I have a knack for being able to adapt
to changing times, which everyone
should. But my larger idea is to go out
and tell stories. Till the time I am able
to do that, I am sleeping soundly.
When I am unable to do so, I will be fac-
ing another set of challenges. 

What makes you take up any role
or show?

It’s a mix. The challenges that it puts
out for me as an artiste, my belief in the
story. I also strongly feel that, as a cre-
ative independent artiste, it’s my respon-
sibility to be in sync with current times.
And as long as I tick off these boxes, I’ll
take up these stories. I think it is an
amalgamation of things. 

�You have done a wide variety of roles
— Mirzapur, Haseen Dilruba, Lootera
... what goes into making a character
that is believable? Is it by observing the
people or discussions with the direc-
tor? 

Can I cut you in? This set of ques-

tions, we can keep for another day. I join
hands and apologise for this. We will sit
and discuss this. 

�So, coming back to the show, were
there any challenges during its shoot-
ing or content development?

As an actor, there were not many
challenges. I can be so proudly indul-
gent and say that we had a great team
of statisticians, data analysts, histori-
ans, technicians who made this show
good. But there were challenges that
every team goes through, whether it is
fiction or non-fiction. And especially
when you are dealing with a sensitive
topic like history. And as you said, it
is a contentious issue. You are actual-
ly treading landmines. So, those were
the set of challenges we faced but did
manage to overcome smoothly. There
were historical and factual challenges.

�Was there a lot of back and forth in
the script?

That happens everywhere. It is like
cooking a recipe. Mid-way you realise,
haldi thodi kam pad gai hai. Thodi
haldi daal den (The turmeric is a lit-
tle less. We should add more of it). It
is a part of storytelling. As long as you
stay true to the idea of storytelling,
without any indulgence or con-
formism, these are likely to happen. It
happens everywhere. Even in journal-
ism, when you have written a piece
and are revising it... you edit a few
words, add others. It is applicable
everywhere.

�What are the future projects that we
see you in?

Love Hostel will be out soon. I am
doing the official remake of Forensic.
There is also Mumbaikar with Santosh
Sivan. I am filming for Blackout and
waiting to start Gaslight with Pavan
Kriplani who is a dear friend. 

An entrepreneur and venture
capitalist, Rattan Joneja’s

work mainly focusses on the
application of creating share-
holder value to corporates and
mergers, divestitures and acqui-
sitions. 

He is also the founder and
CEO of CoValue Technologies
Pvt Ltd. Co Value is an applica-
tion with an aim to empower
investors and businesses, to cre-
ate wealth.

His recent book, Value It Up:
Simplifying the Art of Intrinsic
Valuation, takes the reader on a
journey of learning about intrin-
sic valuation. With real-life
investment success stories that
draw instances of how value can
be a key determinant of invest-
ment decisions narrated by cel-
ebrated investors. The book can
be used as a helpful ladder of
understanding the world of
investing, and is designed for
investors, analysts, stock market
researchers, business students, or
just anyone planning to enter
into the field of stocks and
investing. It is divided into 22
chapters where every chapter is
aphoristically framed with
quotes and concepts supported
by the life story of a celebrated
investor.

Read on for excerpts from
an exclusive interview with the
author:

�Please give us an overview of
Value It Up: Simplifying the Art
of Intrinsic Valuation. 

Value It Up is a book that
simplifies and elucidates the
‘Art of Valuation’. The book
focusses on the key growth dri-
vers of any given stock to explain
the concepts of Intrinsic
Valuation with real-world exam-
ples and computations. 

�What was the inspiration
behind the book? 

Primarily, most investors

are investing based on price
and momentum without under-
standing any concept of value.
The subject is not as difficult as
people think it is. It is a simple
subject that people need to
understand while making invest-
ments. 

I wanted to bring this con-
cept forward in a very straight-
forward and lucid manner, par-
ticularly, since the number of
investors across the world are
increasing.

�Your book is a fast-track pro-
gramme for learning business
valuation. Give us a brief as to
how it will benefit this era of
entrepreneurs. 

In today’s start-up world,
entrepreneurship is all about
Capital, Capital, and Capital. It
is difficult to build and survive
without significant capital. Be it
an old economy company or a
new age start-up, an entrepre-
neur needs to understand the
value of what he/she is building.

The quintessence of suc-
cessful investment is to under-
stand if the market is ignoring
anything and how the market is
valuing, thus, making it essential
to understand the worth of a
company before investing.

At the end of the day, you
may be more valuable than you
think.

So many entrepreneurs

today end up diluting so much
equity even after having a suc-
cessful venture. Thus, it is very
important to determine how
much capital is required during
the journey of a company and
what  wi l l  the  exist ing
founders /shareholders
left with at the
end of each
stage of the
company. 

For existing
companies, there
are many decisions
and value-creating
strategies that need to
be taken such as
divestitures, mergers
and acquisitions, going
public share repurchases,
business model changes,
and so on, for maximising
value where valuation is the key
decision-maker.

�Fortunately, the current gen-
eration is trying to be more
informed about healthy invest-
ing. However, due to the lack of
prior knowledge, there's not
much to start with. 

What will you suggest to an
aspiring investor (also an ama-
teur) to begin with? Should
they read books or just track
the market mindfully, or both? 

Both,  actually!  Ever y
investor needs to do a lot of
reading.  Even celebrated
investors like Warren Buffet
today spend most of their time
reading and learning. Reading is
a must, and they have to read
books, news, companies and
annual reports simultaneously
and give equal importance to all. 

They need to track the mar-
ket too, to analyse what signals
the market is giving, or if the
market is behaving irrationally. 

�When does the stock market
become harmful, if at all? 

The stock market in the

long term is not going to be
harmful and will continue to
grow. It becomes harmful when
people start building expecta-
tions more than what the com-

pany can achieve. 
Forming of bubbles in a

sector, for instance, valua-
tion of companies without

meaningful earnings built
on narratives, which

when it does meet
expectations, which

can lead to stock
prices crashing. We

have seen what
happened during
the dot com
bubble and you

may see it in some
new-age companies in this

era.
When markets start pricing

stocks for high growth rates,
value growth duration and
improvement in margins that are
not achievable or not sustain-
able, it may all lead to a bust. 

In bull markets, the stock
markets start valuing stories.
When stories fall short, the mar-
kets will punish them.

�Why, in your opinion, do
schools not talk about real-life
stuff like mental health, taxes,
or investing?

Very few business schools
cover business/investment val-
uation in depth. There needs to
be a significant time and depth
required to teach and promote
the understanding of the sub-
ject.  It is very briefly touched
upon and not explained in
greater depth. 

Similarly, teaching taxes
requires a lot of time and
schools can’t cover them all in
their course. And, so, specific
courses and books play an inte-
gral part in enhancing knowl-
edge in these subjects for peo-
ple who really want to under-
stand them.

Tahir Raj Bhasin, whose performance
in Yeh Kaali Kaali Ankhein is being

considered one of the best acting pieces
in the Indian digital space, is a big fan
of Manoj Bajpai and Kay Kay Menon.
The versatile actor’s career is on a huge
high after he delivered a smashing per-
formance in the recently released web
series Yeh Kaali Kaali Ankhein. Bhasin
says he is humbled that people are peg-
ging his performance to be amongst the
best delivered by a leading man in a web
series. He reveals that he is a ‘big binger’
of Indian content on OTT and his per-
sonal favourite performances have been
from Manoj Bajpai for The Family Man
and Kay Kay Menon for Special Ops.
Bhasin says, “I was awestruck seeing the
magnificent performances by Manoj
Bajpai in The Family Man and Kay Kay
Menon in Special Ops. They are two of
my favourite actors to have ever graced
the screen and if my show and perfor-
mance is being rated as amongst the best

performances by a leading man in an
OTT web series, I feel deeply honoured
and humbled.” He adds, “As an actor, I’m
constantly inspired by great work around
me. I am a big binger of Indian and
International shows and I’m always
excited by the outstanding acting perfor-
mances that the digital space has to offer
today. I’m also a big rooter for Indian
content because we have produced
amazing authentically Indian shows
over the last couple of years.”

Bhasin has had two back to back
OTT releases in Ranjish Hi Sahi and Yeh
Kaali Kaali Ankhein and these projects
are amongst the highest rated content
ever in the digital space in India. The
actor says, “I’m honoured that my shows
are among the top-rated shows of all time
and my intent will be to pick and
choose disruptive content that truly
stands out, entertains the audience and
enables me to showcase my talent as an
actor who can perform any role.”
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Rafael Nadal is within one victory of a
men's record 21st Grand Slam singles
title.

The 35-year-old Spaniard advanced to
the Australian Open final for the sixth time
with a 6-3, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3 win over seventh-
seeded Matteo Berrettini on Friday.

He'll have to beat U.S. Open champion
Daniil Medvedev on Sunday to make his-
tory. And Medvedev is chasing a piece of his-
tory of his own after reeling off the last five
games to defeat Stefanos Tsitispas -6 (5), 4-
6, 6-4, 6-1 in a heated semifinal. He's aim-
ing to be the first man in the Open era to
win his second Grand Slam title at the next
major tournament.

The second-seeded Medvedev has had
an emotional and challenging run to back-
to-back Australian Open finals. He had to
deal with a hostile crowd in his second-
round win over Nick Kyrgios, had to save
a match point and rally from two sets down
to beat Felix Auger-Aliassime in a nearly
five-hour quarterfinal win, and had to regain
his composure after an angry outburst at the
umpire on Friday.

He yelled at chair umpire Jaume
Campistol after dropping serve in the sec-
ond set, demanding that Tsitsipas be cau-
tioned for receiving coaching from his father
in the crowd. He took a five-minute break
after dropping the set, took control late in
the third set and then dominated the last five
games after Tsitsipas was eventually cau-

tioned for getting coaching from the stands.
Nadal's run to a 29th Grand Slam final

has been comparatively serene.
After the last point, he stopped, beamed

a wide grin and then punched the air three
times.

Nadal arrived in Australia not knowing
how long he would last after months off the
tour dealing with a serious foot injury and
then a bout of COVID-19. He skipped
Wimbledon after losing in the French
Open semifinals to Novak Djokovic, and
didn't play at all after August.

“Every day has been an issue in terms
of problems on the foot. Doubts still here
... Probably for the rest of my career
because I have what I have and that's some-
thing that we cannot fix," Nadal said. 

“But for me it's amazing ... (to) just com-
pete and play tennis at the high level again,
facing the most important players of the
world.”

Last month, he wasn't even sure he'd be
able to return to the tour. 

But he won a tune-up tournament in
Melbourne to start 2022 and has taken six
straight matches at the first Grand Slam
event of the year.

One more and he'll break the record of
20 major championships he shares with
Roger Federer and Novak Djokovic. Nadal
would also become just the fourth man to
win all four Grand Slam titles at least twice.

Nadal's win over Wimbledon runner-
up Berrettini, under a closed roof at Rod
Laver Arena because of heavy rain, was his

500th on hard courts at tour level. He's only
won the Australian Open once, in 2009.

Adding a second was his lone focus after
yet another semifinal win.

“For me, it's all about the Australian
Open more than anything else,” Nadal said
in his on-court TV interview. 

“I have been a little unlucky (here) in
my career with some injuries. 

I played some amazing finals with good
chances." 

He lost classic five-set finals at
Melbourne Park to Djokovic in 2012 and
Federer in 2017. Nadal lost in four sets to
Stan Wawrinka in 2014 and had a straight-
set defeat against Djokovic three years ago.

“I feel very lucky that I won once," he
said.  "I never thought about another
chance in 2022.”  Nadal broke Berrettini's
opening service games in the first two sets
and, after dropping the third set on a rare
service lapse, he rallied to finish off the
match in just under three hours. That in itself
was a relief after his long five-set win over
Denis Shapovalov two days earlier in the
quarterfinals. Nadal was the only member
of the so-called Big Three who had a chance
to break the deadlock in Australia this time.

Federer missed the tournament to con-
tinue his recovery from knee surgery.
Djokovic, who has won nine of his Grand
Slam titles at Melbourne Park, was deport-
ed after an 11-day visa saga on the eve of
the tournament because he failed to meet
Australia's strict COVID-19 vaccination
requirements.
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Among the "friends of India" who
received a letter of appreciation from

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on the 73rd
Republic day of the country, former England
cricket captain Kevin Pietersen on Friday
thanked him for the gesture and said the
nation of over a billion is a global "power-
house". Sharing the letter on Twitter,
Pietersen said he was thankful to the Prime
Minister for acknowledging his "affection
towards India".  South African great Jonty
Rhodes and West Indies swashbuckler
Chris Gayle had also received similar letters
from the PM. "Dear, Mr @narendramodi,
Thanks for the incredibly kind words in your
letter to me. Ever since stepping foot in India
in 2003, I've grown more in love with your
country on every visit.

"I was recently asked, ‘what do you most
like about India' & my answer was easy -
THE PEOPLE," he posted.
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Having missed a chance of
emulating his idol Thierry

Henry by playing for Arsenal in
the English Premier League,
Stephy Mavididi is now mak-
ing a name for himself in
French soccer. 

The 23-year-old forward is
doing well with Montpellier
and will be leading his side's bid
to reach the French Cup quar-
terfinals away to Marseille on
Saturday. Mavididi scored a
superbly-taken winner in stop-
page time last weekend as
Montpellier beat Monaco 3-2
to move sixth in the league. He
also played a part in the first
goal against Monaco and
scored the second.

Last season, he grabbed
nine league goals for
Montpellier supporting first-

choice duo Andy Delort and
Gaetan Laborde.

Since they both left
Mavididi has thrived in the
spotlight. He leads the club
with eight league goals and is
second in assists with three,
behind silky playmaker Teji
Savanier. Mavididi showed
strong potential early on.

He joined Arsenal's acad-
emy at the age of 13 and was
coached by the club great
Henry for the under-19s side.

“He's been my idol, still is
my idol,” Mavididi told the
French league's podcast.

“The socks (pulled right up
over the knees like Henry used
to), the boots, everything real-
ly.”  But while Henry lit up
English soccer for years,
Mavididi never made it into the
Gunners' first team. After loan
spells with modest sides

Charlton, Preston and Oldham
he joined Italian giant Juventus
in 2018.  Initially signed to play
only for the third-tier reserve

side, he netted six goals in 32
Serie C games during the 2018-
19 season and made one
appearance in Serie A. 

It made him the first
Englishman to play in Italy
since midfielder David Platt in
1992, but his lone game was not
enough to earn him a title
medal. 

After a loan move to Dijon
when he scored five league
goals in the first division — the
first Englishman to score in the
French top flight since former
England midfielder Joe Cole for
Lille in 2011 — he joined
Montpellier two years ago for
6.3 million euros ($7 million). 

It was not easy to break
into the side last term, with
Laborde and Delort combining
for 31 league goals. Laborde is
now scoring freely for Rennes
and Delort nets regularly for
Nice, but a new partnership is
blossoming at Montpellier
between Mavididi and the 19-
year-old Elye Wahi.
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Still smarting from the semi-
final exit at the Asia

Champions Trophy, Indian
men's hockey team chief coach
Graham Reid on Friday said
the setback came as a reality
check for the Tokyo Olympic
bronze medal winners ahead of
a busy calendar year.

Defending champions
India were stunned 3-5 by
Japan in the semifinal of the
ACT in Dhaka last month.

"It's always difficult. You
have to be put in situations.
Everybody including myself
hated that semifinal loss to
Japan in ACT. No one likes to
experience something like that.
But sometimes you have to
experience that to learn from
it," Reid said in a virtual press
conference. "The message after
that tournament was 'Look
this is what happens if we
don't treat every single game
with the utmost importance. I
think it was really good learn-
ing experience."

Reid said his message to
the team after the historic
Olympic medal was straight

forward: "This is just the begin-
ning and not the end of the
road" and the loss against Japan
will act as reminder for them
ahead of a busy year that
includes FIH Pro league match-
es, Commonwealth Games and
the Asian Games.  "Straight
after the Olympics I also said
that 'This is not it, this is just
the start' and that's has been
our message from the moment
we won the bronze medal in
Tokyo.  "...We have to take the
best out of the opprtiunities
from here," he said.

India will start the year
with back-to-back Pro League
ties against South Africa and
France in Potchefstroom from
February 8 to 13. Olympic
bronze medal-winning cap-
tain Manpreet Singh will lead
a 20-member Indian team in
the double-leg contests in
South Africa.  The team will
also have its veteran goalkeep-
er PR Sreejesh back besides get-
ting two new faces -- young
dragflicker Jugraj Singh and
striker Abhishek.   "We were
able to do that in Bangladesh
(give chances to new players). 

We were able to give the

players who haven't had the
opportunity for a while. 

"We also needed to bring
back some of the other players
who haven't had a game since
the Olympics. The other
important message is that these
will be very tough games, we
are taking them pretty serious-
ly so the team we picked is
reflective of that," the coach
said about the squad. 

Talking about the two new
players, Reid said: "Jugraj is
quite a versatile player who can
play in both midfield and
defence. He is also very quick
when he dragflicks. I am quite
excited if we can get him little
more consistent where he puts
them. "Abhishek likes scoring
goals, a prolific scorer. He is
strong and young."

The Australian tactician is
also impressed with the
longevity and commitment of
veteran goalkeeper Sreejesh. 

"He (Sreejesh) is back
again, he had a long break but
you don't get to play so long for
your country as he has without
being open to new ideas and
changes and development and
continual improvement. 
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Kiran George upset third
seed Subhankar Dey to

advance to the men's singles
semifinals while in-form shut-
tler Malvika Bansod also
cruised to the last four round
in the women's event at the
Odisha Open badminton tour-
nament here on Friday.

The unseeded Kiran eked
out a hard-fought 21-16 10-21
21-19 win over the higher
ranked Subhankar, who was the
last remaining seed in the
men's singles event.

The 21-year-old will meet
the winner of the quarterfinal
between Ansal Yadav and
Tharun Mannepalli. 

Malvika, who reached the
final of the Syed Modi
International where she lost to
PV Sindhu before defeating
Saina Nehwal at the India
Open earlier this month, con-
tinued to impress as she regis-
tered a 21-13 16-21 21-17 vic-
tory over fellow Indian Tanya
Hemanth in a gruelling 58-
minute quarterfinal contest.

Fifth seed Ashmita Chaliha
got the better of Rhucha Sawant
21-17 21-15 to book her spot

in the last four of the women's
singles, where she will meet
compatriot Smit Toshniwal,
who came from behind to beat
USA's Ishika Jaiswal 8-21 21-9
21-14.  In another women's sin-
gles quarterfinal, Unnati
Hooda handed fellow Indian
Samiya Imad Farooqui a 21-10
21-15 defeat in 26 minutes. 

She will lock horns with
Malvika, who is ranked 87th, in
the semifinal.

Unseeded Mithun

Manjunath, who had stunned
seventh seed June Wei Cheam
of Malaysia on Thursday, lost
a hard fought battle 21-13 14-
21 8-21 to Priyanshu Rajawat
in 51 minutes in another men's
singles quarterfinal match.

In the mixed doubles event,
three Indian pairings -- MR
Arjun-Treesa Jolly, Balkeshari
Yadav-Swetaparna Panda and
Mauryan Kathiravan-Kuham
Balashri --  advanced to the
semifinals. 
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Ecuador is one win away from
returning to the World Cup after

a 1-1 home draw with South
American qualifying leader Brazil. 

Coach Gustavo Alfaro's team will
qualify to play in Qatar if it beats Peru
next week.

Chile, once a force in the region,
saw its chances shrink dramatically
after a 2-1 home loss to second-place
Argentina. The Chileans will have to
pull good results at Bolivia and Brazil,
with their last match in the competi-
tion likely to be in Santiago against
bitter rival Uruguay.

Uruguay rose back to contention
after a 1-0 win at Paraguay, with a goal
by veteran Luis Suárez. It was the
team's first win for new coach Diego
Alonso, who took over after veteran
Óscar Tabárez was fired due to poor
results.

Brazil (36 points) and Argentina
(32) have already qualified for the
World Cup. Ecuador has 24 points,
five ahead of Uruguay. Colombia
and Peru, which will clash in
Barranquilla, Colombia, on Friday, are
at 17 points. Chile has 16 and could
be overtaken by Bolivia (15), which
will travel to Venezuela — the only
team in the region out of contention
for a spot.

South America has four direct
World Cup spots, and the fifth-place

team will play an international play-
off for a berth.

Ecuador drew at home against
Brazil to boost its chances of qualify-
ing in a game that saw two players sent
off and a number of major refereeing
decisions overturned by video review.

Casemiro opened the scoring by
tapping into an empty net in the sixth
minute for Brazil — which has already
qualified for the World Cup in Qatar
— before Ecuador equalized in the
75th minute with a header by Felix
Torres. But it was Colombian referee
Wilmar Roldan who drew the most

attention by getting a series of key
decisions overturned after VAR —
with Brazil goalkeeper Alisson being
shown a red card twice only to have
both rescinded.

Roldan did not even whistle for
a foul when Ecuador goalkeeper
Alexánder Dominguez planted his
studs into the neck of Brazil striker
Matheus Cunha as he challenged for
a ball at the edge of the area in the
16th minute. After a VAR review,
Dominguez was handed a straight red
card.  Brazil defender Emerson Royal
was then handed a second yellow in
the 20th minute and Alisson appeared
to become the third player sent off 10
minutes later after also hitting an
opponent in the head with his leg after
a clearance. However, Roldan changed
his mind and only showed a yellow
card after VAR stepped in.

The second half had a similar
theme as the Colombian referee
awarded two penalties to Ecuador
only to reverse both decisions after a
review. 

The second penalty was in injury
time and involved Alisson getting a
second yellow, which was also
rescinded.

“I was sent off playing for
Liverpool, I touched the ball outside
the penalty box,” Alisson said. 

“In situations like that you should
not complain, you should accept the
referee's decision. 
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Last edition champions India
defeated China 2-0 to reg-

ister a consolation third place
finish at the women's Asia
Cup hockey tournament here
on Friday.

The Indians left behind
the disappointment of their
semifinal defeat to Korea and
controlled the proceedings in
the first two quarters, scoring
two goals in the process, to go
into half time with a 2-0 lead
against China.

They, however, failed to
score any more goals in the sec-
ond half.

The Indians started bright-
ly and earned a couple of
penalty corners and from one
such situation, Sharmila Devi
gave her side the lead in the
13th minute, scoring from a

rebound after Gurjit Kaur's
initial flick was saved by the
Chinese defence. 

India continued in the
same vein in the second quar-
ter and had the better share of
chances. 

The Indians kept up the
pressure on the Chinese
defence with relentless raids
and secured another penalty
corner in the 19th minute
which was converted by Gurjit
with a superb drag-flick to
make the scoreline 2-0. 

China responded swiftly,
securing a penalty corner
which was brilliantly kept away
by India captain and goalkeep-
er Savita Punia.

Down by two goals, China
came out with more intent
after the change of ends and
tried to put pressure on the
Indian defence but to no avail. 

The Indians kept up the
pressure on the Chinese
defence at the start of the
fourth and final quarter but
failed to create any clear cut
chances. 

China earned a penalty
corner 10 minutes before time
but the Indians defended in
numbers to thwart any danger
to their citadel.

Towards the end of the

match, China pressed hard
and secured three consecutive
penalty corners with two min-
utes left in the clock but lacked
in final execution as the
chances went wasted. 

Japan will be up against
Korea in the summit clash
later on Friday. 

Lack of match practice due
to the COVID-19 pandemic
after finishing a historic fourth
at the Tokyo Olympics, cost
defending champions India
dearly as they produced incon-
sistent performances in crucial
matches to crash out of the title
race.

After thrashing lowly
Malaysia 9-0 in their opener,
India suffered a 0-2 defeat
against Asian Games champi-
ons Japan before beating
Singapore 9-1 to qualify for the
semifinals.

NADAL, MEDVEDEV TO MEET IN AUSTRALIAN FINAL
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BCCI Secretary Jay Shah on
Friday said that the post-
poned Ranji Trophy will be
held in two phases starting

next month, clearing the decks for
India's premier domestic competi-
tion to resume after being cancelled
last season.

It is expected that the 38-team
tournament will begin in the second
week of February and the first
phase will continue for about a
month.

The tournament, which was
not held last year due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, was sched-
uled to begin on January 13 but was
postponed owing to a third wave of
infections across the country. 

"The Board has decided to con-
duct the Ranji Trophy this season in
two phases. In the first phase, we
plan to complete all matches of the
league stage while the knockouts
will be held in June," Shah said in a
statement.

"My team is working closely to
mitigate any kind of health risk
caused by the pandemic, while at the
same time ensuring a highly com-
petitive red-ball cricket contest."

Shah said that the BCCI under-
stands the significance of Ranji
Trophy.

"Ranji Trophy is our most pres-
tigious domestic competition, which
has been providing Indian Cricket

with an enviable talent pool every
year. It is absolutely important that
we take all necessary steps to safe-
guard the interest of this premier
event," he said.

The BCCI announcement has
come a day after its treasurer Arun
Dhumal had said that the Board
intends to host the event. 

The two phases are required

since the BCCI also plans to host the
IPL from March 27 and hosting two
big tournaments would not be pos-
sible practically as the players' avail-
ability would also be an issue.
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The ICC women's ODI World
Cup CEO Andrea Nelson on

Friday asserted that there will be
no change in the number of
venues or scheduling of the
event despite the recent spread
of the COVID-19's Omicron
variant in host country New
Zealand.

The World Cup is sched-
uled to be held in New Zealand
from March 4, with the hosts
taking on West Indies in the
tournament opener.

However, New Zealand has
seen a surge in COVID-19 cases
recently leading to several
restrictions.

"We have been in prepara-
tion to host the World Cup here
in 2022 for quite a sometime,
originally it was scheduled for
2021. We are well on track and
35 days away from the opening
match in Tauranga and 66 days
away from the final at the
Hagley Oval in Christchurch.

"The first thing to say is that
the tournament schedule is
remaining as it is, and that
involves moving around New
Zealand," Nelson told a select
group of reporters on a con-call
on Friday morning.

"We are working with the
ICC at a managed environ-
ment. But broadly speaking,
the tournament will proceed

nationwide as planned," she
added.

On Thursday, New Zealand
Cricket announced a reworked
schedule to curb the risk of
COVID-19 by ensuring that
the teams will not have to trav-
el a lot for matches in both men's
and women's events.

"The big change in the last
week or so has come about
though is New Zealand has the
Omicron variant. But what has-
n't changed is our full commit-
ment to staging an incredible
event for the athletes," stated
Nelson.

The World Cup is slated to
be played at six venues - -
Tauranga, Dunedin, Hamilton,
Wellington, Auckland and
Christchurch and Nelson main-
tained that as of now there was
no change in location. "The
plan is to retain the schedule as
it is with the six venues. The con-
tingency measures were put in
place related to protecting the
travel between those venues as
much as possible.

"We are currently staging
the event as per the schedule that
has been previously published
with no changes of location."

"So, there are no significant
changes to the way the event will
be delivered for the players.
Predominantly the changes are
related to spectators inside the
stadium."
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Afghanistan sneaked into the Under-19
World Cup semifinals after edging out

Sri Lanka by four runs, courtesy a sensa-
tional fightback, here.

The odds were heavily stacked against
them when they posted just 134 on the
board after Sri Lanka asked them to take
first strike but Afghanistan produced a
superb performance with the ball to bowl
the island nation out for 130 in 46 overs.

A composed stay at the crease from Sri
Lanka skipper Dunith Wellalage (34 off 61)
looked like would pull his team over the
line, but it was not meant to be.

Afghanistan will now face England in
the first Super League semifinal on February
1.

Put to bat, Afghanistan openers
Nangeyalia Kharote and Bilal Sayedi looked
solid for the opening 10 overs before
Traveen Mathew struck with a wicked deliv-
ery that removed Sayedi. 

Kharote departed in the very next
over and when skipper Suliman Safi was
trapped LBW after making just one,
Afghanistan were reeling.

Ijaz Ahmadzai lost his wicket without
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Defending champion Multan
Sultans thumped Karachi

Kings by seven wickets as
Pakistan's premier domestic
Twenty20 league opened with
several players and support
staff members already in isola-
tion after testing positive for
COVID-19. 

Led by Mohammad
Rizwan's unbeaten 52 off 47
balls, Multan cruised to 126-3
with 10 balls to spare after
South Africa leg-spinner Imran
Tahir took 3-16 and had
restricted Karachi to 124-5.

The spread of coronavirus
has already seen several players
like Wahab Riaz and Kamran
Akmal of Peshawar Zalmi and
Imad Wasim of Karachi going
into isolation. Star allrounder

Shahid Afridi was the latest to
test positive on Thursday and
was ruled out of his team
Quetta Gladiators' first four
games. 

Afridi, who was due to
miss at least two games due to
back pain, will remain in isola-
tion for at least one week before
he will be reintegrated with his
team in a bio-secure bubble
after getting a negative COVID-
19 test. “I have unfortunately
tested positive but have no
symptoms at all,” Afridi tweet-
ed. Karachi missed allrounder
Wasim, who helped the team
win the tournament in 2020 but
now is being replaced by Babar
Azam as skipper. To make
things worse for Karachi, its
premier fast bowler
Mohammad Amir had to sit out
the first game due to a side
strain. 

Babar, leading Karachi for
the first time, and Sharjeel
Khan struggled to set the tempo
against some tidy bowling by
fast bowlers David Willey and
Shahnawaz Dahani up front
after Rizwan won the toss and
elected to field. 
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Former Zimbabwe captain Brendan Taylor was on
Friday banned for three and a half years by the

ICC for failing to report a 2019 spot-fixing approach
by an Indian businessman on time and was also
handed a one month suspension for failing a dope
test which was linked to his intake of cocaine dur-
ing the episode.

In a statement, the ICC said Taylor admitted
to being in breach of the provisions of the ICC Anti-
Corruption Code.

"Former Zimbabwe captain Brendan Taylor has
been banned from all cricket for three and a half years
after he accepted breaching four charges of the ICC
Anti-Corruption Code and, separately, one charge
of the ICC Anti-Doping Code," the ICC said.

On January 24, Taylor made a stunning disclo-
sure that he was blackmailed after "foolishly" taking
cocaine during his meeting with an Indian business-
man.

Taylor said he is facing a multi-year ban from
the ICC for delay in reporting a corrupt approach
by an Indian businessman in 2019.
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Former head coach Ravi Shastri on Friday said that
Indian cricket would become "spineless" if the

Ranji Trophy is ignored, his comment coming just
before the BCCI announced that the
marquee domestic event will be held
in two phases starting next month.

The Ranji Trophy was scheduled
to start on January 13 this year but
was postponed indefinitely by the
BCCI due to the third wave of the pan-
demic.

"The Ranji Trophy is the
backbone of Indian cricket.
The moment you start
ignoring it our cricket
will be SPINE-
LESS!," Shastri
tweeted.

Just about a
hour after
Shastri's com-
ment, BCCI secre-
tary Jay Shah issued
a statement, confirming
the phased resumption of
the tournament.

"The Board has decided to
conduct the Ranji Trophy this
season in two phases. In the first

phase, we plan to complete all matches of the league
stage while the knockouts will be held in June," Shah
said in a statement.

It is expected that the 38-team tournament will
begin in the second week of February and the first
phase will continue for about a month.

BCCI treasurer Arun Dhumal, after a meeting
of the Board on Thursday, had said that the body
intends to hold the tournament in "two phases".

This is because the BCCI is planning to start the
IPL from March 27 and it will be practically impos-
sible to hold the Ranji Trophy at a stretch.

Dhumal had said this after many state
units and the BCCI brass held a meet-

ing to discuss the way forward.
The meeting was also
attended by BCCI president

Sourav Ganguly and
Shah.

The pandemic
had played spoilsport

last season as well when
the BCCI could only

organise two men's white-
ball tournaments (Vijay Hazare

Trophy and Syed Mushtaq Ali
Trophy).
The BCCI paid 50 per cent of the ear-

lier match fee as compensation to all first-
class cricketers who endured financial
losses due to Ranji's cancellation last year. 
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troubling the scoreboard, but
fellow middle-order batter
Abdul Hadi was able to
steady the ship with a crucial
37-run knock. Vinjua Ranpul
then helped clear-out the tail
for Sri Lanka, ending with a
five-wicket haul at the
expense of just ten runs. 

The Sri Lankan reply was
shaky from the start. Opener
Sadisha Rajapaksa went for a
duck in the opening over, and
his replacement Shevon
Daniel went for just 2 after he
was clean bowled by Bilal
Sami. After 13 overs, they
were in a worse position than

Afghanistan were during their
innings. Noor Ahmed then pro-
duced a cracking delivery to
remove Ranuda Somarathne and
put Sri Lanka in real trouble.

Their dreams of lifting a first
U-19 World Cup trophy were fad-
ing fast. However, the eighth
wicket partnership between cap-
tain Wellalage and Raveen de
Silva looked like it might save the
day, taking Sri Lanka from 43
runs for seven to 112. Kharote
took the crucial wicket of the
skipper, who played cheaply,
before Naveed claimed the wick-
et of de Silva to set-up a nerve jan-
gling finish. 

Sri Lanka got to within five
runs of victory, but their fourth
run-out of the innings cost
Mathew the final wicket and gave
Afghanistan a dramatic victory.


